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Wong i 
Abstract of thesis entitled: Journeys Viewed, Heard and Read: Literary 
Impressionism. Music and Consonance in Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage 
Submitted by Wong Yong Yi 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in English (Literary Studies) 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in (June 2008) 
This thesis investigates the workings of different "spaces," both artistic 
and sensuous, in selected volumes of Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage~Pointed 
Roofs, The Tunnel, Revolving Lights and March Moonlight—arguing that the 
artistic and sensuous spaces, namely the artistic space of painting, music and 
literature (the sensuous space of sight, touch and hearing) inter-fuse and intertwine in 
Pilgrimage. In additional to an examination of Pilgrimage's spatial aesthetics, this 
thesis attempts to show that Richardson has produced an art that has achieved the 
state of "Artistic Consonance"; an art that can be viewed, heard and read in the light 
ofconsonance. 
The thesis begins with an examination of literary impressionism in the 
volumes, showing the relationship between literature and painting. Through this 
examination, the thesis presents the volumes as a piece of painting to be viewed. The 
thesis then proceeds to explore the art of music in Pilgrimage, that is, the music 
within and of the texts. The former blends the physical with the psychological and 
serves as an indicator of the state of being of the heroine; the latter refers to the 
word-music throughout the volumes. By analyzing the art of music in Pilgrimage, 
Wong ii 
the thesis suggests that the volumes are a piece of music to be heard. In addition to 
painting and music, the thesis also analyses the art of reading Pilgrimage, that is, the 
strategies that readers take toward the volumes. By this, the thesis shows that 
Pilgrimage is a piece of literary text to be read. Through investigating these various 
artistic and sensuous space in the volumes, the thesis presents the vertical 
assemblage of these spaces in Pilgrimage. By this, the discussion shows not only the 
rich potentials of viewing Pilgrimage in a spatial perspective, it also signals the state 
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Journeys Painted, Heard and Read: 
Literary Impressionism, Music and Consonance in Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage 
Introduction 
The writer must always, at all times, fluid the tremulous words which captures the 
thing and able to draw a sob from the soul by its very richness. A word can be 
transformed into a colour, light, a smell. It is a writer's task to use it in such a way 
that it serves, never fails, can never be ignored. Kunt Hamsun 
The 1920 Nobel Prize Laureate, the Norwegian novelist Kunt Hamsun, who 
was considered as "the father of modernism" by Isaac Bashevis Singer, has defined 
here, how a writer should write in a way that would never fail him/her. In his 
formulation, a writer should be able to "paint," to "smell" and finally, to "listen." To 
write as not to write, but to extend writing into other artistic and sensuous spaces, is 
the mystique of writing according to Hamsun. If we take this as the standard set for 
the "greatest writer," (as a Nobel Prize Laureate) cannot Dorothy Richardson and her 
Pilgrimage be considered as the "best" writing of the "best writer"? 
When rounding up her milestone biography on Dorothy Richardson in 1977， 
Gloria Fromm concluded that she believed Richardson was talented and gifted, yet 
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she did not achieve greatness. Throughout her life, she had been compared to/with 
Woolf, Proust and other great names of modernism, yet it was only half a century 
after her death, that the literary world paid her its belated tribute, by organizing the 
first international conference on her life and work. When we compare Richardson 
with Woolf, Joyce and Proust, she is described as the "diluted Joyce and Woolf 
(Hanscombe, The Novvel 9.) No matter how Richardson herself is the "diluted" 
canonical writer, or how the teaching and research of her life and work have been 
"diluted" all through the decades, Richardson scholarship is now reviving. The most 
recent proof of this bloom is the conference and the forthcoming academic journal 
devoted to the study and research of her life and work. This renaissance of the 
Richardson scholarship comes with a new direction, which sheds new lights on the 
sensuous, the visual, aural, and spatial aesthetics of her work. Responding to this 
intellectual milieu, the thesis contributes to the Richardson scholarship not by 
altering the course of its scholarship, nor by disagreeing with the existing criticisms. 
Rather, the thesis draws on what they have left out as the point of departure of its 
investigation. It first synthesizes, and then supplements the existing studies with an 
examination of Pilgrimage's vertical consonance of various spaces, namely the 
artistic spaces of literature, painting and music; the sensuous spaces of sight and 
hearing; and the innovative spaces of modernist literature. In this way it responds to 
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new critical directions in Richardson scholarship, i.e., Spaces, as signalled by the 
recent international conference on her works. 
In an attempt to analyse the rich, artistic spaces Pilgrimage takes up 
and is composed of, the first art to examine in Pilgrimage other than literature is 
painting. Critics have classified Richardson as an "impressionist", but without clear 
elaborations. So, this thesis attempts to show how the selected volumes of 
Pilgrimage (namely Pointed Roofs 1915, The Tunnel 1919，Revolving Lights 1923 
and March Moonlight 1967) manifest the qualities of literary and pictorial 
impressionism. After showing Pilgrimage as an impressionist piece, the discussion 
then proceeds to analyze how the element of music and the art of reading collaborate 
in Pilgrimage. Situating the work along the trajectory of the Interart study, I will 
inquire how these various artistic spaces in the selected works from Pilgrimage 
provide a feasible vantage point in approaching a consonance among the arts, by 
challenging Lessing's temporal-spatial divisions among different arts. By pushing 
through these queries, I wish to frame a collaborative configuration of literary 
impressionism. With the impressionist qualities of her work portrayed, a discussion 
on the elements of music and reading in her novels would contribute to a consonance 
between the arts. 
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I. Pilgrimage summarized 
Before any solid discussions of Pilgrimage can be made, it would be necessary 
for us to outline the storyline of this sea of narrative. Pilgrimage is a novel of over 
two thousand pages, in thirteen volumes, and written across the time span of over 
half a century, from 1915 to 1967. The narrative is chiefly a record of Miriam 
Henderson's life experiences (both physical and psychological experiences), from 
the age of seventeen to mid-age. The first volume starts with Miriam leaving her 
London Putney suburb home because of her father's financial crisis; she leaves to act 
as a governess in a Hanover girls' school. The volumes that follow the initial volume 
are the records of Miriam's life encounters with various men, women, intellectuals, 
jobs, and incidents of different sorts at different places (e.g., London, different parts 
of England, Germany and Switzerland). Through these life experiences, Miriam 
matures from a green girl who is suddenly thrown into the world at the age of 
seventeen (in Pointed Roofs), to a middle-aged lady who has experienced enough of 
life (departure of loved ones, spiritual realizations and many more) to actually 
become a writer (which occurs in March Moonlight). The entire narrative ends 
openly with a question mark without the final resolution of the different identities 
Miriam desires to have. This incomplete completion has provoked much criticism 
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and it has been thoroughly discussed. 
II. Consonance Defined 
Consonance is the confluence of the spatial-artistic investigations of this thesis, 
which originates from the discipline of the Interart Studies. Though "the term 
"Interart" has a deliberate air of the temporary, the hybrid, the 
betwixt-and-between... “ (Greenblatt 15), it is the name of the discipline that deals 
with the relations and boundaries between the arts. Consonance is one of the 
relations between them, and it is a musical terminology. With its Latin origin as 
"consonare, sounding together" (etymology online), it denotes the harmony, chord, 
and interval of musical sounds in its broadest sense. Despite its musical origin, its 
Latin root is very useful in Interart Discourse. In Daniel Albright's configuration, the 
word Consonance(s) has other dimensions of meaning. Consonance can refer to the 
"vertical assemblages" (Albright, WMS 80) of more than one artistic media which 
result in "vertical phenomena," a kind of “total effect" (Ibid). In this "total effect," 
"one element is a musical note, another element is a word, and a third element is a 
picture“chords that compose themselves out of different layers of perceptual 
reality." (Albright, WMS 79) This "vertical phenomena" occurs "where time touches 
space, and music acquires semantic weight," then it forms a "chord, vibrating 
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between media, abolishing the distinctness of media." (Ibid) Borrowing from music 
the idea of "chord," in which several notes are hit at the same time, the word 
"consonance" displays what is "vertical sounding" of more than one note. According 
to Albright, a chord made of more than one note can be understood as a work of art 
composed of more than one art. One note within the chord can be spatial, the other 
can be temporal. Or, the temporal note tints with spatial colour; the spatial note 
synchronizes with temporal (non)linearity. Thus, the entire work of art is an art made 
of many arts "sounding together." In addition to that, the phrase "perceptual reality" 
indicates that in different arts, different senses are involved. Therefore, different 
senses "work together", when different arts "sound together". It is in this manner that 
the artistic and sensuous spaces vertically inter-fuse and intertwine, as the musical 
notes assemble in chord. The boundary or usage of this word within the context of 
this discussion is based upon the meaning of the word framed as the above. 
III. Reviews on Dorothy Richardson and Pilgrimage, Impressionism and Interart 
Dorothy Richardson 
It is an accepted fact that the reputations of writers rise and fall under different 
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contexts, yet this roller-coaster ride of Dorothy Richardson is particularly dramatic. 
When she published her virgin novel, the first novel-chapter of her thirteen volumes 
Pilgrimage, Pointed Roofs in 1915, she was enthusiastically welcomed and praised 
by the UK Sunday Observer as "clear with a clarity as keen as the gables of the 
charming "pointed roofs." (Fromm 79) In Gloria Fromm's words, "Dorothy 
Richardson could not have asked for a better first notice." (Ibid) On the other hand, 
Saturday Review judged it as having a piece of "unsound mind," "sick imagination," 
"pages upon pages of foolish or fevered fantasies"; filled with "self-absorption"; 
"egoistic consciousness." Again, in Fromm's term, they "couldn't have been more 
hostile." (Ibid) For even her first appearance on the stage of British novel writing in 
the early twentieth century, her reception was already a sensation, generating 
contrasting comments. In 1960, nearly half a century after her first trial, in the 
introduction of the first book-length study on Dorothy Richardson, Caesar Blake 
quoted Ford Madox Ford's critical comment made on this "writer" (The March of 
Literature from Confucius to Modern Times 1938) which regarded her as "the most 
abominably unknown contemporary writer." (Blake 1960) In the literary and critical 
context of these two critics, the words from Ford and Blake quoting Ford could be 
well justified. Dorothy Richardson, as a "writer," had but received one praising 
48-page critical essay by a faithful scholar friend John Cowper Powys in 1931, 
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published in the famous Times Literary Supplement besides diverse, fragmented 
evaluations from her contemporaries after her initial victories.' However, in this 
1931 lengthy praise from this loyal friend, no matter how subjective it could be, lit 
up the aesthetic beacons that the later critics would follow in the Richardson 
scholarship: her rare feminine charm~the depiction of feminine psychology, 
consciousness; her modernist innovative techniques. These two features of her work 
had been identified as its trade-mark ever since. 
As the first serious work on Richardson in 1960, Blake followed Powys's path 
in reviewing her modernist aesthetics, together with general comments on the visual, 
aural and philosophical elements of her Pilgrimage. Driven by a formalist mindset, 
he attempted to give the work a sense of unity and structure. After Blake, there came 
a gradual rise of Richardson scholarship during 1960-1980, with critics attracted to 
the actual life of the author, and its possible parallels with the fictional life of Miriam 
Henderson (the heroine of Pilgrimage). Notable studies in this period include 
Dorothy Richardson: An Adventure in Self-discovery (1967) by Horace Gregory and 
John Rosenberg's sympathetic and admiring critical biography in 1973, entitled The 
Genius they Forgot. From words like "adventure," "genius forgot," the sense of 
"(re)discovery" and the attempt of reappraisal of this buried writer is clear. This 
period also included Staley's 1976 general discussion on the various aspects of her 
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work tinted with a strong autobiographical colour. The eventual concluding and 
historic seal using this approach was authored by Fromm's authoritative, superbly 
researched recount of Richardson's life, Dorothy Richardson: A Biography (1977). 
This canonical biography of nearly 500 pages smoothly assembles the gravel in the 
life of Richardson in a pointillist (Sandra Gilbert) manner, that "gives a more 
persuasive estimate of Richardson's achievement than any previous study" said 
Elaine Showaiter in the New York Times Book Review (Fromni, Bookcover). When 
the study of the material life of the fictional character and the actual author went on 
with unprecedented fervour, the metaphysical dimension of Pilgrimage invited its 
deserved critical attention in mid 1970's. In Shirley Rose's philosophical account of 
the issue of temporality in the novels entitled "Focus on Time" (1974), the issue of 
time in Pilgrimage was its locus. With the accounts given so far, when we go back 
and recount, it is a mathematical truth that the number of studies on Dorothy 
Richardson and her life-long work Pilgrimage in nearly 70 years is pathetically small. 
In Fromm's biography, she compared the receptions of other canonical modernists, 
like Henry James in the States with that of Richardson. The comparison is stunning, 
and Fromm daringly wondered whether Richardson would ever dream that one day, 
her books might sell as well as James's books. 
Marching towards the last two decades of the twentieth century until now, 
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Richardson's reputation as a modernist has been rising, with increasing research on 
the feminist and modernist aesthetic first gestured by Powys nearly half a century 
ago. In 1979, the feminist press, Virago, published the most complete collection of 
her Pilgrimage with thirteen novel chapters in four volumes, with an introduction by 
Gillian E. Hanscombe. This completed collection provided great conveniences and a 
solid ground for further studies of this work. Following her introduction of this 
collection, Hanscombe published The Art of Life: Dorothy Richardson and the 
Development of Feminist Consciousness (1983). In this study with obvious feminist 
flavour, Hanscombe discussed the relations between sexual/gender differences 
(constructions) and the modernist innovations, techniques Richardson made in her 
novels. Also, she pointed out the problematics of the identity politics of Richardson. 
Putting these identities together as a whole, Hanscombe considered Richardson's 
writing of the book was an attempt in bridging them up. Also, she tried to explain 
why Richardson scholarship focused on the autobiographical nature of Pilgrimage. 
Following Hanscombe's study, another feminist discussion was written in 1992 by 
Jean Raford. Utilizing theories from contemporary French feminist theories from 
Julia Kristeva and Helene Cixous, she illuminated how Pilgrimage could be a piece 
of ecriture feminine. Joanne Winning, in her original work The Pilgrimage of 
Dorothy Richardson (2000), abandoned the traditional (auto)biographical approach 
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that has largely dominated the Richardson's scholarship. By combining various 
contemporary feminist, post-structuralist and historical approaches, Winning 
attempted to write, in Jane Garrity's words, "a lesbian pilgrimage" of Henderson 
(Garrity, Review 864-866). Alongside with the works done on Pilgrimage's feminist 
aesthetics, Kristin Bluemel, in her Experimenting on the Borders of Modernism 
(1997), considered that "margin," "border" is where Pilgrimage precisely situates. 
Commenting on the modernist aesthetics of Pilgrimage, she believed that the work 
stands at the borders of a new kind of writing, composed of innovative techniques, 
structure and reading approaches. In addition to these feminist/modernist readings of 
Pilgrimage, there was one critic picking up Shirley's Rose's philosophical thread and 
engaged in a metaphysical reading of Pilgrimage, that was Dorothy Richardson's Art 
of Memory： Space, Identity, Text (1999) by Elizabeth Bronfen. In Jean Raford's 
incisive summary, this book features the various points that Miriam Henderson 
engages in at different "vertical spaces," ranging from material to metaphysical 
space that interact with her identity, which she renders in words that forms the text. 
(Radford, Review 353-355) 
Carol Watts's brief work on Dorothy Richardson in 1995 serves as an 
approachable introduction to the various aspects of Pilgrimage, yet the unique 
contribution of this work was its broad outline of the visual (cinematic, photographic) 
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qualities of Pilgrimage. Following Watts, Susan Gevirtz joined in this trajectory and 
published Narrative Journey: The Fiction and Film Writing of Dorothy Richardson 
(1996). In handling the issue of "vertical" (overlapping) identities and their 
representations in Pilgrimage, her discussion addressed how her writerly fictional 
narrative converges with cinematic narrative. One of the less famous in the English 
world, yet what I consider as a gap-filling attempt that focused on the visual and 
aural aesthetics of Pilgrimage, was David Stamm's A Pathway to Reality (2000). In 
this fresh yet meticulous work, Stamm focused solely on the all-important yet often 
briefly-treated "nucleus" of Pilgrimage: the senses—the visual and aural elements. 
Introducing the notion of Polysensory perceptions as the key to Pilgrimage, Stamm 
inspiringly stated how these physical, sensory impressions and perceptions (the sense 
of sight and hearing) shape the literary text itself and the sense of reality (realities) of 
Miriam Henderson. Through his explorations of the polysensory consonance, he 
addressed implicitly the issue of spatiality and temporality in modernist literature. 
Another series of evidence that signal the rise of Richardson scholarship was that in 
Spring 2007, the Richardson Society was founded in the UK. In September 2007, a 
half-centenary memorial conference on Dorothy Richardson was organized by Keele 
University, and was held at the University of London. This conference was the first 
official conference devoted to Richardson and together with this conference, a 
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journal of the Richardson scholarship was founded. 
Impressionism 
As previously mentioned, Richardson has been regarded as an impressionist by 
various critics (for example, Joseph Warren Beach in the 1950's), yet these 
comments were randomly put, instead of responsibly pinned. So, it would be 
necessary to have a clear sense of how the word Impressionism comes into being, 
then to see how it can be used to describe Pilgrimage. The origin of the word 
Impression was established in 1632，as "the effect produced by external force or 
influence on the senses or mind." (Stannard, The Good Soldier 244) The first 
appearance of the word Impressionism in relation to art came in 1874, where it 
occurred in the title of a painting by Claude Monet, Impression. Sunrise (Le Havre, 
painted in 1872). A French journalist, Louis Leroy wrote an article in Chaivari, 
entitled "Exhibition of the Impressionist," in which he considered this painting of 
Monet as a display of "freedom" and "workmanship." However, Leroy considered 
this unfinished piece was less than a piece of wallpaper, since Leroy thought that 
even "wallpaper in its embryonic state is more finished than that seascape." (White 5) 
Critic Jules Catagnary's article, "Exposition du boulevard des Capucines—Les 
impressinnistes," in Le Siecle, defined the role of the impressionists as capturing 
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impression, yet "once the impression is captured, they declare their role terminated." 
(Ibid) Given the diversity of their (the Impressionist's) different practices, "if one 
wants to characterize them with a single word that explains their efforts," one would 
say "they render not a landscape but the sensation produced by a landscape." (White 
5) This new term "Impressionism" gained public currency in 1880 when Monet 
identified himself as an Impressionist.(Ibid) In terms of technique, what could be 
said about impressionism at its initial, the late century Parisian cultural context, 
was that it constituted a kind of unfinished, non-mimetic, free (idiosyncratic) 
rendering of the impressions (of a subject) captured, not the subject itself. These 
characteristics of Impressionism—its unfinished, idiosyncratic nature, its free 
style一are closely associated with the defining features of Pilgrimage in our 
following discussions. 
The first definition of literary impressionism appeared in 1883，from 
Brunetiere, as "a systematic transposition of the expressive, methods of art which is 
the art of writing." (Kronegger 24) In Hermann Bahr's word, literary impressionism 
is the "subjective realism." (Ibid) Venturi considered that "the essence of 
Impressionism can be found only in the historical phenomenon of Impressionism," 
(Venturi 34) which implied that impressionism as an -ism, its identity are connected 
to, and related with other -isms. From these formulations, impressionism is a 
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systematic, subjectively realist (objective?) art of writing whose linkages with 
other -isms are unclear. Since its birth, literary impressionism, or impressionism in 
literature, has had a problematic and muddled existence. Critics even questioned the 
legitimacy of this word, as Jesse Matz stated in his Literary Impressionism and 
Modernist Aesthetics (2001), "impression" should never become "impressionism," 
since "impression" is "nothing" in the first place. The theorization of "nothing" is 
logically an act of absurdity, and this partly explained why its inborn deficiency led 
to its difficult legitimacy. (Ibid) However, the obscure birth and difficult growth of 
what is impression and impressionism have curiously, attracted profound interests 
from various canonical post-romantic and modem writers like Proust, Conrad and 
Ford over the last two centuries. 
Proust is an integral figure in the configuration of what is literary 
impressionism, and has his relevance in a discussion on Dorothy Richardson, since 
she is described as being more Proustiaii then Proust. Matz argued that the Proustian 
Impressionism rested not entirely on its popular association with the pictorial and the 
sensuous, yet on the effacement of temporality, the Bergsonian perpetual present (the 
deathless analogy). Momentary physical sensation (taste in Remembrance of Things 
Past, for example) to Proust is a starting point (a "now") for him to bridge the 
"moments of experience" in time and seize the "extra-temporal" "outside time.，， 
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From physical senses, Proust proceeded to ideal metaphysical meaning, since truth 
lies in this realm of meaning which gives a pure sense of joy and perfection. 
Different from Matz, critic Benisovich, noting Proust's familiarity with painting, 
especially with Elstir other than Monet, considered literary impressionism in Proust 
as the transposition of painting into literature.^ In Proust's account, literary 
impressionism shares with painterly impressionism a focus on the moment and 
sensations. The discrepancies or even contradictions between the two meanings 
outlined by the two critics here could be viewed as a form of step-by-step 
progression, in which the metaphysical dimension of literary impressionism (the 
"truth", the "ideal") is triggered by the sensuous, visual (pictorial) stimuli the senses 
perceive. Richardson's association with Proust can be understood in this regard, 
since she is also concerned with moments and sensations. Also, the step-by-step 
upward movement, from the physical to the metaphysical, is almost one of the basic 
narrative patterns that chart Pilgrimage. 
Ford and Conrad, this pair of collaborators and later competitors, are also 
central figures in defining literary impressionism. Ford, in his two critical writings, 
"On Impressionism" (1914) and The March of Literature from Confucius to Modern 
Times (1938) outlined the features of literary impressionism as "egotism." (Stannard, 
The Good Soldier 258) The subjective impressionist "gives you his views," a "frank 
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expression of personality." (Ibid) In the observer's single perspective alone, the 
impressionist must "render," not "narrate." He or she should use simple language to 
render his or her "own time in terms of his/her own times" in a non-linear way, 
preferably in the genre of prose. (Ibid) Ford considered the role of the reader being 
more important than the author's, and authors must find ways to surprise them. With 
the emphasis put on the role of the reader, Ford "expect(ed) the reader to draw their 
own conclusion." (Ibid) Todd Bender in his Literary Impressionism in Jean Rhys, 
Ford Madox Ford, Joseph Conrad, Charlotte Bronte (1997) stated that for Ford, 
literary impressionism was cannon-opening, and the form of "quest novel" was also 
an ideal form of/for literary impressionism. Less elaborate yet still powerful is 
Conrad's view on impressionism, with the famous dictum from the preface to "The 
Nigger of the Narcissus" (1897) proclaiming that, “my task which I am trying to 
achieve is, by the power of the written word, to make you hear, to make you feel一it 
is above all, to make you see!" (Stannard, The Good Soldier 255) The ways to see 
the "truth" were through impression's "forms," "colours," "lights," "shadows," 
"aspects of matter and in the facts of life," which possesses "the plasticity of 
sculpture, colour of painting, suggestiveness of music." (Ibid) As shown, Ford 
defined what literary impressionism was in terms of techniques and "egotism"; 
whereas Conrad directly pointed out that impressionism was like arts in an art, 
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involving different artistic media and senses. Ford and Conrad's configurations of 
Impressionism, which single out the element of ego, reader, techniques, the physical 
senses and different arts are in fact, the important constituents of Pilgrimage, as we 
will see in the later chapters of this discussion. 
It would be helpful to temporarily characterize the constituents of 
impressionism (literary) from the analysis done on Proust, Ford, Conrad and earlier 
critics who witnessed the birth of the terms. Literary impressionism consists of the 
followings: momentary (spontaneous) physical sensations; egotism and 
(inter)subjectivity; truth in art and metaphysical meaning; qualities and techniques of 
other arts; the breaking of artistic and various boundaries. However, the review 
would not be complete without presenting how one of the originators of the term, the 
painters themselves understood and practiced Impressionism. Paul Cezanne once 
said, "...Renoir created the women of Paris; Monet supplied vision. What follows 
does not count." (White 56) Following this first modem painter, Monet's and 
Renoir's notions would be drawn to illustrate the qualities of painterly 
impressionism. 
To give a brutal simplification of Monet's art, it would be to single out some of 
the most important innovations he introduced to painting. First is the "new 
conception of the instantaneous or momentary.”4 Second, is the seemingly 
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formlessness without focus, yet with calculated casualness. Third, it is a kind of 
authenticity that painters should paint what they actually see, not what they ought to 
see, which in Grombrich's words, constitutes "a new way of seeing." (Grombrich 
517) This new way of seeing and painting, is the way of painting the painter's 
impressions of objects; their lights and colours rather than the objects themselves. 
These principles were the recommendations that Monet gave to younger painters.，In 
brief, Monet's impressionism could be summarized as: the capture of momentary 
impressions of object's light and colours, with seemingly technique-less rendering on 
canvas. For Renoir, he proclaimed a kind of "Irregularity" in painting, stressing the 
uniqueness of every object which painters have to observe and render with personal 
touch. In this way, painters have no homogenous theoretical methodologies to follow 
but their original ways of seeing and painting. The perfection that regular, mimetic, 
representational paintings achieved was actually, a "false perfection." (Nochlin 45) 
Like other writers and thinkers of impression and impressionism, Renoir emphasized 
nature, sensations, the personal and non-fmi state of work in his practice.^ These 
impressionists concern over light, colour, shapeless forms, moments, irregularity and 
innovations are highly relevant to Richardson as an impressionist. 
It would be sensible to complete and summarize this part of the literature 
review with reference to the first book-length discussion on literary impressionism, 
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Maria E. Kronegger's Literary Impressionism (1973). In an artistic and 
phenomenological account, she emphasized the temporal and spatial aspects 
(constituents) of literary impressionism; its interpenetratability in crossing various 
literary and metaphysical boundaries; their manifestations in literature. Combining 
the review on David Stamm, it is hoped that the interdisciplinary-polysensory review 
on impressionism (literary) would highlight the multiple dimensions of this -ism, 
which would be of crucial significance to the later discussions on Pilgrimage. 
Interart 
It is clear that Pilgrimage is a literary text that has the qualities of other arts, 
especially the art of painting. Therefore, before subjecting the text to the notion of 
Consonance, it would be sensible to consider the founding source of 
Consonance一the Interart studies, and in this case, the interrelations between 
painting and poetry in particular. Foucault in his Order of Things 1974 stated that 
"the relation of language to painting is an infinite relation." (Foucault 10) The 
relation between the sister-arts, painting and poetry is a topic with a profound history, 
with a trajectory dating from ancient Greece. Simondes of Ceoe's gave a seemingly 
clear analogy between them that initiated the scholarship, which was known as 
"Poetry is a speaking picture; painting is a mute poem." (Elliott 1) Following this 
analogy, the Roman poet Horace's ut picture poesis (as is painting so is poetry) laid 
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the foundation of many later studies of Interart poetics, and this very slogan itself 
established a subject of study in the field of aesthetics. This set of close kinship 
between the two arts, the "sibling resemblance with interchange of aesthetic 
rhetoric" (Elliot 9) was then challenged by the German literary critic Gotthold 
Ephraim Lessing during the Enlightenment in his Laocoon: An Essay on the Limits 
of Painting and Poetry (1766). In this essay, Lessing attempted to break the bond 
between this pair of "sisters," with the visual art, painting, belonging to the spatial 
dimension of art; whereas the verbal art, literature, belongs to the temporal realm. 
His purist approach set the distinct borders between the arts and returned to each art 
its fixed, stable and unique identity. After the Enlightenment in the centuries 
Europe, writers wrote like painters that boldly defied Lessing's dichotomy. Hardy, 
Dickens, Henry James, just to name a few, composed their verbal art through the 
terms, techniques and structure of the visual arts to such an extent that "narrative 
paintings "tell" stories; and novels "paint pictures."" (Elliot 10) Though Lessing's 
dictum was dimmed under the brightness of the blooming Interart practices in the 
19th century, it made its return towards the end of century, with the Superman 
figure Nietzsche. Though the man was there to fight against Lessing, he dug Lessing 
up again. Then in the century to come, with the master critics during the twentieth 
century, such as Clement Greenberg and Babbitt in painting; Theodore Adorno, Rene 
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Wellek and Joseph Frank in literature; interdisciplinary scholar such as WJT Mitchell 
after the 60 ’s, Laocoon again seemed to reclaim its critical importance. Yet, at the 
turn of the century, with critics such as Daniel Albright and Stephen Greenblatt, with 
their belief in the moments of the Interart discourse, the Interart poetics opened the 
door towards the future of literary studies. 
Lessing's Laocoon was actually triggered by another German critic, 
Winckelmann's comments on the sculpture group Laocoon. In that sculpture group, 
the Trojan Priest, Laocoon, with his son strangled by a sea serpent, tries in vain to 
escape. In the literary representation of this scene by Virgil, the priest cries out and in 
Winckelmann's term, the priest under Virgil's pen expresses "such extremity of 
suffering." (Brant 223) Yet in its sculpture representation, Laocoon does not 
demonstrate this state of agony, and this "would be realistically in accordance with 
the situation...." (Ibid) Lessing considered this difference between literary and 
sculptural presentation to be attributed to the uniqueness of different media: that the 
laws and medium of poetry allow the expression of extreme emotions that the laws 
and medium of sculpture forbid. In pushing his theory further, Lessing stated in his 
own Laocoon that the particular limitations and distinctions of painting and poetry 
respectively. For "Painting, in its coexistant compositions, can use but a single 
moment of an action, and must therefore choose the most pregnant one, the one most 
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suggestive of what has gone before and what is to follow." (Brant 227) Once 
portrayed in painting, this moment pinned down would show no progress or action, 
and remains forever as what it is. For Poetry, on the other hand, "in its progressive 
imitations, can use but a single attribute of bodies, and must choose that one which 
gives the most vivid picture of the body as exercised in this particular action." (Ibid) 
Poetry, which does not appeal to eyes only, presents not single moment, yet can take 
up every action from its origin and carry through possible changes. In addition, 
Lessing stated the planes of existence of the arts, that "Painting... uses forms and 
colours in space" (Ibid); whereas poetry "articulate[s] sounds in time." (Ibid) Despite 
this division, Lessing still allows some marginal cases where the two arts overlap 
with one another, like some descriptive passages in Illiad, yet he disliked the idea 
(Albright 9). 
In Archaeologies of Vision: Foucault and Nietzsche on Seeing and Saving 
(2003), Gary Shapiro included Nietzsche's rewriting of Lessing's Laocoon. In a 
letter to Erwin Rohde 1869, Nietzsche wrote "...Above all it's necessary to surpass 
Lessing's Laocoon in a powerful way: something that one should scarcely say with 
inner anguish and shame." (Gary Shapiro 69) In these few initial lines, the urgency 
for him to rewrite Lessing is heart-felt. Bearing in mind the genre of Greek tragedy, 
the Apollonian (painting god) and Dionysian (poetry god)division, "The Dionysian 
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Worldview" 1870 stated that in Greek tragedy, arts were appreciated as a whole, as 
one character (performer) was often more than one "character." In this sense, the 
visual arts of/in tragedy should not be divorced from the verbal arts; as in 
Gesamtkunstwerk (total art work), the boundaries of arts should be transgressed. In 
Nietzsche's view, not only should painting and poetry not be separated, music, the 
other temporal-aural art, should play a role in the discussion of the making of "total 
art work." In "On Image and Music" (1871), Nietzsche revolutionarily stated that 
poets can use music (the temporal art) to produce images (the spatial art), thus 
eliminating their divide. Rather than reiterating the division between the arts, 
Nietzsche attempted to reverse and rewrite the divide. The ideas about appreciating 
an art as a whole, and the poet using music to produce image, thus crossing the 
spatial-temporal divide, are of special significance to Pilgrimage. When Miriam 
Henderson is listening to music, various images are evoked in her mind, thus 
conveying different kinds of feelings and emotion from different time and space. In 
this case, the spatial-temporal divides are then melted away. Therefore, in Miriam's 
case, it is true to say that music is “the language of emotion." (Higgins, 663) 
In another recent reaction against Lessing's division, Untwisting the Serpent 
(2000), Daniel Albright offered a crystalline summary of three modern Laocoonists, 
who followed Lessing's approach in setting barricades between the arts. The first 
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figure Albright mentioned is Babbitt, whose arguments were minor when compared 
with another figure, the heavy-weight modem art critic Clement Greenberg. The 
third one is Theodore Adorno. Greenberg the purist reproached any attempt in 
erasing the boundaries between the arts, in which he went further than Lessing who 
still accepted borderline cases in fusing the arts. He believed that each art form 
should show only "the substantiality of its medium," (Albright 11) that every art 
must just do its own job and its job only, with specific rules in respect to its medium. 
The Romantic passion for Interart analogy in his eyes, were “artistic dishonesty." In 
Albright's understanding, Babbitt and Greenberg attempted to establish clarity and 
truth in each art. 
Theodore Adorno was the first one to bring into the Laocoonist tradition the 
element of music in the 20"�century. In his Philosophy of the New Music (1948), he 
complemented Schoenberg for his ability to "decathlete music, liberate it from the 
arbitrary forms that channel expressions" (Albright 15); yet, he condemned 
Stravinsky for manufacturing "idols" and despised him to the greatest extent. To 
Adorno, Stravinsky committed the crime of failing to recognize the medium of 
music itself, its temporal nature. In stead, Stravinsky tried to compose music as 
spatial art, as a Cubist painting which played on "dead form" for mere entertainment. 
(Ibid) In addition to condemning Stravinsky, Adorno put forward the notion of 
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"Dissonance" and "Consonance" in terms of musical composition (progression), 
from which he considered the former being more superior. Dissonance, in its 
disharmonious sounding, each note has a voice, and it "is tense, articulates in its 
internal counterpoint, and therefore articulates in the realm of expression." (Alright 
17) On the other hand, the predictable, harmonious consonance is again a betrayal of 
music's temporality, since the audience is able to know the action and movement 
which should be unfolded by temporal progression. This flat consonance, in 
Adorno's sense, is pictorial, spatial rather than temporal. By his formulation, 
Lessing's temporal/spatial division lived again. 
Reapplying Adorno's musical division, Albright illustrated the figures of 
"consonance" and "dissonance" in painting, music and literature. These two terms 
are not only used in their musical sense, yet how they collaborate and compete in 
different ways in different arts, and how they interact with one another is also of 
crucial importance in the study of the arts.^From here, it is suggested that music 
seems to be useful in approaching Interart study. In 2001, Brad Bucknell published 
Literary Modernism and Musical Aesthetics: Pater, Pound, Joyce, and Stein and 
analysed how the modernists, Joyce, Stein, Pater and Pound used music as a vital 
trope in literary expression. These two book-length investigations have their 
essay-type counterpoints in the century, with Joseph Frank advocating the 
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"Spatial Form in Modem Literature" in 1945, which deals with the spatialization of 
the temporal literature. Half a century later, Stephen Greenblatt proclaimed "The 
Interart Moment" in 1997 where Greenblatt frankly stated the general trend in 
literary studies is moving towards the Interart direction, given the nature of literature 
and our modern context. 
In addition to the previous reviews of Pilgrimage and literary Impressionism, I 
wish to point out the multiple artistic spaces (the art of painting, music, and 
literaeture) this thesis attempts to discuss. From Simondes of Ceoe to Daniel 
Albright; from Claude Monet to Richardson; from Professor John Cower Powys to 
Professor Scott McCracken (the Richardson conference organizer), the trajectories 
displayed are complex. 
V. The Structural plan and methodology of the thesis 
Given the complexity of this attempt, I believe it is necessary to commence the 
discussion by first presenting the defmition(s) and features of literary impressionism. 
Therefore, in Chapter One, entitled "Colours and Letters; Painting and Writing: 
Literary Impressionism in Pilgrimage," I would show the impressionist quality, i.e., 
what is "literary" impressionism in this work, drawing together the art of painting 
and literature. In qualifying Dorothy Richardson as an impressionist, I will first 
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utilize an inter-disciplinary approach to draw the overlap between literary and 
pictorial impressionism (in addition to) the former. 
Following the opening chapter that deals with the impressionist qualities of 
Pilgrimage from the subjects themselves, the second chapter would be entitled as 
"Notes and Words: Music and Reading in Pilgrimage." With the aim to in-cooperate 
into the thesis the discussion of more than one art, the second chapter of this thesis 
investigates the roles that music and reading play in Pilgrimage. After analyzing the 
two arts in Pilgrimage, the second chapter returns to take Pilgrimage as a piece of 
literary work to be read, and includes an investigation on how Pilgrimage 
should/could be read. The second chapter, with its focus on the art of music and 
reading, implies that Pilgrimage is a piece of music to be heard, text to be read. Here, 
a hermeneutic approach that emphasizes the role of the reader/viewer in interpreting 
art will be adopted. With the previous efforts in defining literary impressionism and 
its manifestation in Pilgrimage in Chapter one; the art of music and reading analyzed ‘ 
in Chapter two, it would be comprehensive to bring forth the notion of Consonance 
(different arts sounding together in a work of art) in the Third chapter, entitled 
"Consonance." From the three chapters presented here, it is clear that Pilgrimage is a 
modern reconsideration of Lessing's divides. Then, the entire thesis ends with a 
review of the innovations, the new artistic spaces Pilgrimage have forged in the light 
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of impressionism and modernism in the conclusion, entitled as "Arts in a Chord." 
VI. Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis that deals with a diverse range of issues, stretching from 
Impressionism to Interart to Pilgrimage, there are still keynotes that orchestrate the 
entire thesis: senses, spaces and Consonance in Richardson's Pilgrimage. In the 
various configurations of impression and impressionism, sensuous sensations play an 
integral role in their formations. In qualifying Pilgrimage as possessing impressionist 
features, sensuous impressions are indispensable indicators in this evaluation. In the 
Interart discussion, when handling the relations between the arts, we are actually 
looking at how different senses work simultaneously in savouring artistic works, 
which are made of different arts (the arts that work in different artistic spaces) 
"sounding together" as Consonance. Then, in the case of Pilgrimage, the arts 
discussed include the art of painting, music and literature. Putting the senses and arts 
together and view them globally, we will see it is the word 'S'，the sensuous and 
artistic Spaces that qualify Richardson and her Pilgrimage, in Hamsun's formulation, 
as the "best" work from the "best" writer. 
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Note to Introduction 
'Keele University's official website on Dorothy Richardson contains a detailed 
critical bibliography on the critical works done on Richardson. From this website, 
readers can trace the diverse comments received by Richardson about her 
Pilgrimage. 
http://www.keele.ac.uk/depts/en/richardson/detailedbibliographv.html 
2 Jesse Matz's Literary Impressionism and Modernist Aesthetics, pp 12 
"Impressionism," now the name for the most popular form of modem art, originally 
meant nothing. When Louis Leroy coined the term in his satirical review of Monet's 
Impression: Soleil Levant (1872)，he knew it would sound absurd. "Impression" 
would connote transient, insubstantial, passive sensation; '"ism" would imply some 
systematic, doctrinal, activist idea; the compound would make no sense, and its 
meaninglessness would neatly publicize Monet's defects. 
3 Michel Benisovich's article "Rev. of Proust and Painting by Chernowitz." The 
Modern Language Journal. 30.2 1946. JOSTER . Dec 2007 
<http://www.j stor.org/stable/318642> 
�Meyer Schapiro's Impressionism : Reflections and Perceptions^ pp 187 
In his (Monet) attitude toward movement, Monet introduced a new conception of the 
instaneous or momentary. 
Linda Nochlin's Impressionism and Post-impressionism. 1874-1904 : Sources and 
Socuments 
Monet's letter to Gustave Geoffrey 
I am seeking "instantaneity," above all, the envelopment, the same light spread over 
everywhere." 




Lilla Cabot Perry: Claude Monet's Ideas about Art "when you go out to paint, try to 
forget what objects you have before you—a tree, a house, a field, or whatever. 
Merely think, here is a little square of blue, here an oblong of pink, here is a streak of 
yellow, and paint it just as it looks to you, the exact colour and shape, until it gives 
your own naive impression of the scene before you." 
6 Linda Nochlin's Impressionism and Post-impressionism, 1874-1904 : Sources and 
Socuments, pp 48-51, Renior's notebook 
7 Daniel Albright's Untwisting the Serpent pp 27-33 
Consonance and Dissonance are particularly fruitful perpspecitves in approaching 
modernist literature. 
In some cases, in an art, there might be several other arts. Complications might occur. 
For example, ther are times when one art among the arts is in consonance with other 
arts but in dissonance with one art, that is, dissonance amid consonance. Despite the 
plausible claim that "all extremes tend to converge," (Albright 28) Albright at the 
end of the introductory chapter said that "the arts are in endless semblance, an 
endless dissembling一and a collaboration among several arts is at once and a thread 
that needs to be followed." (Albright 33) 
The new replacement of the old questions 
Albright's new lights were shed on the notions of "collaborations," "boundaries" and 
"medium." Rather than confidently removing the Laocoonist divisions and let go for 
a totally free convergence among the arts, he asked what should be the line dividing 
the arts in each case, and where should it be in different cases. Is the line necessay 
under every situation? For these questions, Albright did not give any confirmed 
answers in his book. 
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Chapter 1 Colours and Letter; Painting and Writing-
Literary Impressionism in Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage 
A Red, a green, a grey sent flashing by, a slight, half-sketched profile. 
Rainer Maria Rilke 
To See her is a Picture 
Emily Dickinson 
In Rilke's rendering, readers see his coloured lights of red, green and grey, with 
a sketchy profile half done. Similar to that of Rilke, when composing his Sentimental 
Education, Flaubert wrote as the impressionists paint, with their vision, technique 
and style in the treatment of colour, light and landscape. What can be deduced from 
both Rilke and Flaubert is the writers' use of painterly elements~colour, light and 
profile. When describing a scene, "he [Flaubert] spoke of objects as spots of colour 
in the distance. He was very much aware of the apparent mutations of a colour by 
contrast with a neighbouring hue and certainly owed of painting and painters those 
descriptions that demonstrate this." (Schapiro 271-272) It would be very interesting 
to juxtapose Flaubert's practice with Monet's beliefs in painting, with the emphasis 
on seeing and rendering objects as vibrating colour spots.' This impressionist, 
painterly style of writing has its root in impressionist painting, and this compound of 
arts is later reiterated by the modern critic, Ian Watt. He writes, "As in France, the 
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term [impressionism] was very quickly extended to ways of writing which were 
thought to possess the qualities popularly attributed to the painters." (Stannard, The 
Good Soldier 253) One more example would be sufficient here to justify the 
necessity and feasibility of delineating literary impressionism in terms of painterly 
impressionism. Todd K. Bender, in his recent study on the subject, attributes Ford's 
impressionism partially to the century French impressionist painters by 
indicating the parallels between them in various regards? Despite the differences in 
their cultural and intellectual climate, the three critics all allude to impressionist 
painting when discussing impressionism in literature. Following the path paved by 
these art and literary critics, this chapter will configure literary impressionism in 
Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage with reference to painting. 
I. The Crossings between the Arts 
Colours 
For Flaubert, it is obvious that colour is a primary element in his impressionist 
style; other essential constituents in impressionist painting are the element of light 
and atmosphere (ambience). Similar to Flaubert, Gombrich points out Delacroix's 
belief in the supremacy of colour over drawing (formal structure) and knowledge. 
(Gombrich 504) In analyzing Henry James's Daisy Miller. Schapiro states that the 
"changing effect of colour...evoke a pictorial ambience and this visual experience 
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has partially turned into the subject of the writing." (273) Colour, in their 
interpretations, becomes the defining component in the respective arts. For light and 
atmosphere, Maria Kronegger in her Literary impressionism (1973) presents a 
comprehensive remarks in these two regards. She writes that 
The atmosphere of the city becomes a vibration of light and colour... 
[cities]...are corroded by the vibration of light, an effect of the 
decomposition of light...All beings are judged according to their ability to 
receive light. (Kronegger 44) 
Here, light, colour and atmosphere/air/atmospheric elements (ambience, the 
evocation/effect of the former) are considered as the components producing the 
strongest impacts in the fictional world. With the seemingly exaggerating yet 
critically convincing comments given by Gombrich, Schapiro and Kronegger, the 
prominence of colour, light and atmosphere in the two impressionist arts is asserted. 
Moreover, a single and often surpassed word in Kronegger's remark is the word 
"vibration." In vibration, there is a sense of movement as the effects of light and 
colour. This active word is of particular importance to impressionist paintings, as the 
painters practice the en plein air painting approach that they would paint outdoors. In 
this way, they strive to achieve immediacy in their rendering through their direct first 
hand experience of the interplay of light and colour, in the form of colour vibration, 
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as pointed out by Jules Laforgue.^ 
Moments 
Closely associated with the prominence of colour, light and atmosphere in the 
two impressionist arts, is the momentary, fragmentary instaneity. In impressionist 
paintings, "the dominion of the moment over permanence and continuity, the feeling 
that every phenomenon is a fleeting and never-to-be-repeated" (White 16) is 
powerfully felt in the "sketchy" style of many painters, especially in Monet. To 
capture and render Instantaneity was Monet's ultimate goal in painting, yet also the 
impossibility which drove him mad. One of the obvious reasons here is that the 
momentary changes of these natural elements are too quick for human brush, and he 
himself has no control over these natural alternations. This partly explains (his) the 
sketchy style of impressionist paintings. Michael Levenson, while explicating Ford's 
impressionism, also includes a description of impressionism as "spots and unordered 
pictures, without natural order or logic"; this idea is similar to that of moments. In 
Ford's "On Impressionism" (1913), lie "defined" impressionism as a thing altogether 
fragmentary (Stannard, The Good Soldier 263). The fleeting and the momentary 
instant, in the form of non-prescribed fragments, is the pointillist "picture" the artists 




Sensations, or senses, are another constituent of impressionism which is also 
significant. For impressionist painters, sensory sensations perceived from the 
perceiver's surrounding is the source, starting point of their art. In the art of painting, 
the ideal is "an expression of sensations, derived from nature without any 
preconceived knowledge of nature." (Venturi 39) This rather intuitive claim for 
sensation was then supported by Ernst Mach's "Analysis of Sensations" (1897), 
when he "recognized the unity of space and colour sensation," (Ibid) which echoed 
Monet's notion about the "harmony" the impressionists wish to achieve. In literature, 
Andre Gide, appropriating Descartes' famous dictum, announced in Les nourritures 
terrestres (1897) that "I see, I feel, I hear, I smell; therefore I am." (Stannard, The 
Good Soldier 239) This intuitive perception is the very first sensuous framing of 
literary impressionism. Following this line of argument, Julia Van Gunsteren takes it 
further to say that, the "perceived fragments of highly ambiguous sensory 
stimuli...are a major theme of Literary Impressionism." (Gunsteren 240) Conrad 
believes in the sensuous "power of the written word," its power to make you hear 
and feel, "to make you see!" For him, "that~and no more: and it is everything!" 
(Stannard, The Good Soldier 255). By reading the exclamation marks, his passion to 
appeal to the senses of his readers is powerfully sensed. These physical stimuli are 
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the artists' access to, and their impression of reality. In their immediate rendering 
without intellectual mediation, the impressionist arts were (mis)regarded by others as 
trivial and superficial. 
Subject matter 
It is clear from the above discussion that the painterly and literary 
impressionists chase after fleeting instanteity, perceive sensations, and render them 
primarily through colours, lights with evocative ambience. At this point, it would be 
apt to ask from where and what they gather these constituents of their arts, i.e., the 
material sources, or the subject matter of their arts. As mentioned before, their art 
lacks grandeur and intellectuality, which implies that what they depict, should be in 
line with the ordinary, simple, casual, or even empty. In actuality, the subject matter 
of the impressionist painters could precisely fit into these adjectives, since what they 
usually paint are "event in ordinary life on a canvas of ...big dimensions." (White 8) 
Schapiro summarises their subject matter to include "the open air, the moving 
spectators, the boat ride, the railway, the highly visual descriptions of views, 
buildings, landscapes, the promenade, the racetrack, the streets, the theatre." Indeed, 
they are "event[s] in ordinary life." (272) More than that, life and landscape of the 
country side are crucial. For writers, what they depict is quite similar to that of 
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painters, in which they portray their lives in their contemporary, urban cities and 
society. This can be sensed by the title of a work The Painter of Modern Life (1863) 
by Charles Baudelaire. Though the book was written before the impressionist 
movement, its stress on "modern life" and modernity as being ephemeral, the 
fugitive, the contingent, is an insightful suggestion to the subject of impressionist 
literature, which highlights the modern lives of their contemporary society. Over half 
a century later, Ford enounces that impressionist literature is "to register his own 
time in terms of his own times." (Stannard, The Good Soldier 265) What pertains to 
the two impressionist arts here is their shared concern over their contemporary 
(modern) lives in urban cities and societies, in which gravity, magnitude and 
sublimity might apparently lose their halo. Lily Briscoe's words in To the lighthouse 
would be a helpful reference here. She says, "One wanted, she thought, dipping her 
brush deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary experience, to feel simply that's a 
chair, that's a table." (Woolf To the Lighthouse) This intimacy with the ordinary is 
also in line with the essential subject for the impressionist arts. 
Techniques 
For both impressionist painters and writers, techniques and effects are more 
important than the substance or weight of their subject matter. Though the 
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impressionist elements are rendered sketchily, their techniques are anything but 
superficial or naive. (Callen 156) Zola notes that the "extreme simplicity and 
unprecedented refinement"^ is a painstaking effect slowly achieved by complex 
techniques. Monet is again illustrative here. "He (Monet) must fix them (his subject 
material) right on to his canvas in rapid strokes, caring less for detail than for the 
general effect of the whole." (Grombrich 518) From Zola and Grombrich, it is clear 
that techniques and effects are what the painters have in mind while painting. This 
might explain why Callen would say that for impressionist paintings, the "medium 
(itself is) the message" (156), not the narrative of paintings. This apparent simplicity 
and principles in technique have their counterpoints in literature, especially in 
narration. Ford and Conrad both stress that the writer should deploy idiosyncratic 
pictorial descriptions to appeal to the reader's senses, and evoke from them moods 
and emotions (Stannard, The Good Soldier 276). Nevertheless, these pictures 
rendered by impressionists seem to be governed by no rules or strategies at all. Julia 
Van Gusnteren observes that "the rendering of events and objects is a combination of 
carefully selected, yet seemingly random detail, in a vision of fragmented reality in 
which all contours are blurred." (Stannard, The Good Soldier 241) In a seemingly 
disorganized, structure-less fragment of vision, the writers create an atmosphere 




Following the paradoxical nature of the impressionist simplicity, it would be 
coherent to examine yet another paradox of the two impressionist arts: the 
impressionist form. To give a crude simplification of the impressionist form, it can 
just be one word: structure-less. Leroy in recognizing Pissarro's "composition", 
writes that his painting "has neither tail nor head, neither top nor bottom, neither 
foreground nor background." (Callen 182) Yet, this "drowning of the contours of 
everything without losing the form; it is that which gives air and harmony." (Callen 
177) Apart from the elimination of contours and composition, impressionist arts are 
devoid of completion and ending, in other words, non-fini. For Monet, "ending, [is] 
not something you ought to see." (White 14) For Rodin, the fragments are 
completeness in incompletion (Nicholin 75). Implied in its absence of structure is the 
notion of harmonious, airy blurring, the blurring of structural, dividing lines. This 
intentional blurring is actually, a defining feature of impressionist literature. In Maria 
Kronegger's perspective, impressionist prose is discontinuous, bounded not by 
beginning and ending. Even when an ending is given, it ends in flux and indecision. 
According to this critic, the distinctions between character and narrator, word and 
object are blurred; self, contours, reality dissolved by, in light. More than that, 
literary impressionism is a kind of synthetic vision that it melts into harmony various 
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arts, such as painting and music, that it is the harmony of light and color: pictorial 
music. Literary impressionism, though shares with the painterly-impressionism the 
"sensuous sensitivity," moves beyond it with its "synthetic harmony" of various 
artistic sensibilities. 
Subjective nature 
In addition to the trivial subject matter rendered in colours, light, spontaneous 
fragments to evoke ambience in seemingly technique-less and structure-less manner, 
the impressionist arts share one more crossing between one another, that is, their 
personal and subjective, even egoistic nature. For painters, this is inherent and 
inevitable. Their drive to render the instant forces them to react and render these 
glimpses instantly, with what Schapiro calls, the "abrupt rhythms and the vehemence 
of the brush.’，(61) In his remark, they are the personal reflex of the impressionist 
painters. Zola also noted that an artist is there to express his personality and his 
temperament (Venturi 39). In this case, the artists's personality and temper are the 
sources and results of impressionist painting. In literature, Ford, when trying to 
define what impressionism is in literature, said something similar to that of Zola. In 
early twentieth century, he started his definition by claiming "art is the expression of 
the ego, [it] can't be something else"; it is “a frank expression of personality." 
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(Stannard, The Good Soldier 258, 259) What the observer (painter/writer) gives you 
"is his observation and his observation alone." (Stannard, The Good Soldier 260) 
Personality is one of the defining features of literary impressionism according to 
Ford and Zola. This personal cornerstone is further consolidated by the 
contemporary Michael Levenson. Levenson considers that "radical individualism 
was to be the basis for literary advance . . . its value would depend only on its 
adequacy to the demands of personality." (73) From Zola and Ford in the 
century, Levenson in the 20 '^' century, it is clear the bond that links them up in the 
discussion of literary impressionism is the "egoistic self." 
II. Impressionism Delineated 
Confronting the difficulties in achieving a satisfactory definition of 
impressionism and the absence of a thoroughly impressionist novel, Schapiro 
suggests in his discussion that what critics can do, is to say this or that particular 
work of literature possesses traits of impressionism. The validity of this suggestion 
could be well justified when viewing Dorothy Richardson's Pilgrimage through the 
lens of literary impressionism. What learners of the text can do is to match the traits 
of literary impressionism generated through a particular approach with the text. It is 
by this path that learners would be able to sense what the traits of impressionism in 
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this text are. By drawing the crossings between 1 c e n t u r y impressionist paintings 
and literary criticism related to impressionism, we can now crudely summarize what 
literary impressionism is under this context consists of: 
Fragmented, evanescent instanteity rendered subjectively. With its 
emphasis on colour, light, sensation (senses), atmosphere and seemingly tactless 
techniques, the artist portrays trivial, urban subject matter shapelessly. 
With Schapiro's advice, the meaning of literary impressionism configured and the 
supplementary discussions on literary impressionism through its course of 
development, it is now suitable to see how Richardson paints her slate for her readers 
throughout the last century. There are thirteen novel-chapters/volumes in her 
Pilgrimage. The four of them which this thesis is going to examine are the first 
volume Pointed Roofs (1915), the fourth volume The Tunnel (1919), the seventh 
volume Revolving Lights (1923) and last volume March Moonlight (1967). 
III. Impressionism in Pilgrimage 
Light, Colour and Atmosphere 
Nearly countless patches of colour; lights in various forms and colours; layers 
of air and sky; baskets of sensations and bundles of moods are painted in these 
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volumes of the Pilgrimage.^ In the longest volume of all the thirteen volumes, The 
Tunnel has these impressionist elements intensely interplayed with one another. The 
first instance is of this is when Miriam goes cycling to and around the town of 
Reading in Chapter 26. The chapter starts with "Light standing at the side of the 
blind," it is "...smiling and touching her as it [has] promised." Outside her [Miriam] 
window, ships and trees appear "all in a stream of gold." (TT 229) In the first 
paragraph, there are golden morning rays “smiling，，to her, caressing her sense of 
touch and sight. More than the colour of gold, "the green world everywhere, inside 
and out...all long the dim staircase, waiting in the dim cold kitchen," in a morning of 
"cool grey light," "misty" and "windless." (Ibid) According to Kronegger, "the 
quality of light in impressionist literature is a psychological as well as a narrative 
ambience; it envelops both protagonists and scenes." (Kronegger 42) Here, the 
"cool," "smiling" grey "light" in about half a page presented in short paragraphs, 
with two paragraphs of two lines, suggests a delightful psychological state in which 
Miriam would "smile" and feeling light. Light, under this context, is the "image for 
the positive sides of life" in Miriam's world (Stamm 26). 
Following the initial paragraphs, Miriam starts her cycling and stops for her 
lunch break. This paragraph describing her impressions gathered during the break is 
a feast of these elements: 
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Light throbbed round the edges of the little high white fleecy clouds, she 
swung triumphantly up. The sky steadied and stood further off, clear, 
peaceful, blue, with light neat soft bunches of cloud drifting slowing across 
it. She closed her eyes upon the dazzling growing distances of blue and 
white, and felt the horizon folding down in a firm clear sweep round her 
green cradle. Within her eyelids fields swung past green, cornfields gold 
and black, fields with coned clumps of harvested corn, dusty gold, and 
black, on either side of the bone-white grass-trimmed gold. (TT 230) 
Lying on the cradle-like green pasture, she observes the sky of blue and feels the 
touchable, fur-like clouds of white. With her eyes closed, she sees bundles of colours: 
green, gold, black and white; feels the "dusty" texture of what she sees. These 
colours are not colours or paintings only. According to Meyer Schapiro, "the colours 
of the landscape" are the "metaphor for...observer's feelings." (274) Following 
Schapiro, together with adjectives like "clear," "peaceful" and "triumphantly" among 
nouns of colours and light, these colours and the emotionally-charged descriptions 
are the figurative representation of the feelings of Miriam. From the diction here, 
they suggest that Miriam is in the undisturbed mood of gaiety and tranquillity. In the 
lines following the above passage, she starts riding after her quiet rest, and considers 
the scenery that she passes by. While Miriam is riding, she sees "the land stretching 
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serenely out again, rolling along, rolling along in the hot sunshine with the morning 
and evening freshness." (TT 231) Under the hot light, the landscape seen in her 
forwarding body also moves—it stretches and rolls continuously, and Miriam can 
even sense the texture, ambience of the light and air. This sense of movement is 
precisely, what Jules Laforgue and Maria Kronegger states as the vibration of light 
and colour. Kronegger, when examining the importance of light, point out that when 
this element assumes the most significant role in a text, all "beings are judged 
according to their ability to receive light," and it "penetrates everywhere." (44) Here, 
Kronegger suggests that light can go thus far, as it can run through everywhere. In 
this case, I would include here one's body and being. When Miriam feels that "it was 
light coming through one's eyelids that made that clear soft buff; soft buff light 
filtering through one's body," she surrenders herself to light and it becomes a part of 
her psychical being (TT 231). 
Moreover, there is another level that light and colour stands in The Tunnel. 
Light and colour hold together an infinite world, which is a "fusion of the world with 
the soul of the protagonist." (Kronegger 45) This metaphysical status of colour and 
light is observed when Miriam is reflecting on the philosophical subject of death 
outside Miss Dear's hospital. In "the ripe of afternoon light," after a rhetorical 
question: "O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy vic tory?Mir iam's 
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thought then rises to the realm of "heaven" where the dead live. After "complet(ing)" 
the "remorse" one ought to feel after someone's death, "then the light is here, 
nothing but the light, and new memory, sweet and bright...This is what is meant by a 
purple twilight. Lamps alight, small round lights." (TT 255) Here, light travels and 
links up at least two worlds: the world of and after death: heaven—the new world of 
light only beyond death in Miriam's soul; the physical world where Miriam lives, a 
London street shaded with purple twilight and other sorts of evening lights. This 
"infinite world" of dual nature (metaphysical and physical) is held together and 
symbolized by "the light" that "has no end." (Ibid) In a later passage, light "lit up 
eternity." (TT 256) Light, as a passage between the two worlds and the embodiment 
of an infinite world, transcends itself from the corporal world of feelings and 
emotion. By this, light "create[s] the impression of remoteness, distance, and 
detachment," (Kronegger 46) with the sense of infinity and eternity, which are 
spiritual or even, metaphysical. Colour and light, as the most important components 
in impressionist painting, are also key elements in impressionist literature as shown 
in the case of The Tunnel. Here, colour is the metaphor of one's feelings. Light, is 
not only the psychological and narrative ambience, with the capability of piercing 
into one's existence, revealing one's "innermost nature." (Kronegger 45) It also plays 
a metaphysical role in bridging and symbolizing the corporal and the infinite. 
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Moments and Instants 
"Every moment is the centre and meeting place of an extraordinary number of 
perceptions which have not yet been expressed." (Gune 190, quoting Woolf's 
Moment of Being) This is how Woolf considers the importance of moment in her 
Moments of Being. Similar to Woolf, Richardson also has her emphasis on 
"moment" and for her, "moment" is also when and where "perceptions," reflections 
and feelings meet. Among the four volumes within the discussion, instants and 
moments become most momentous in the last volume, March Moonlight. In Chapter 
1，on her train to Dimple Hill, Miriam has her "moment" of "deep peace." (MM 606) 
Recalling her life with Amable before this journey, she recollects "a moment in 
eternity." (MM 607) These instances of moment appear in two consecutive pages; 
though not being spiritually significant, they indicate Miriam's state of mind is very 
sensitive and receptive. This acute awareness would lead her to many significant 
moments in later passages, and I would argue, using Jean Radford's interpretation, 
that these moments of spiritual significance, are associated with Miriam's aspiration 
in becoming a creative writer, her questions or doubts regarding life and literature. 
Throughout this volume, as noted by Jean Raford, the subject of writing in relation 
to Miriam has become prominent^. As such, many significant moments and 
revelation are, in my opinion, paving her way towards this desired destination. These 
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deep reflections captured in moments, or reflections with momentary nature, 
certainly enable her "to look life in the face"^ and acquire insights from them, as 
required for a competent writer matured in life. (The Hours) At a certain point in 
Chapter 4，Miriam recalls a man she knows when she is in Switzerland, who writes 
trivial subjects. (MM 610) Then she recalls how she wastes a night on a trivial 
auction and now at Dimple Hill, she re-experiences "that moment of warning, of 
regret for having involved [herself], [the] unwillingness to spend of [her] 
diminishing store of evenings in oblivion." (Ibid) Now at this moment, she regrets 
her time spoilt "in oblivion" and alerts herself from that moment on, to be more 
sensitive, if not serious on the issue of writing. After this moment, there are plenty of 
momentary reflections Miriam has arrived at while she deliberates riper reflections 
on some life questions. These reflections enable her to achieve a higher level of 
self-understanding without which, mature writing cannot be produced. The 
reflections gathered cover her thoughts on time and life, love and marriage, and her 
quest of identity. 
Still in Chapter 4 after that moment of "regret," she realizes what is past in 
relation to life. “The past, all our pasts, falling back into their places, will vanish 
from our midst, and our life together will be as it was in the beginning, a moment to 
moment building of shared experience." (MM 611) Here, Miriam understands that 
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time, rather than being linear, is plastic, reversible, momentary and circular. The link 
between the past and present is indispensable, as well as independent. Life is made 
of moments, and the present moment, the instant is the most significant, since 
"current existence" is "the ultimate astonisher." (Ibid) At Rachel Mary's place in that 
chapter, she has her moments reflecting on and moving forward about her 
relationships with Richard. Now at ease, even assertive with their past, she bravely 
crystallizes their past intimacy: 
[It] is the eternal vast interior of last summer's revealing moments. A 
destination never to be lost. Neither of these moments was contrived. Without 
prelude, they opened before us. Surprising. New. You passed the test, Richard, 
more fully that I would have believed. (MM 622) 
Confidently tracing back and pondering on what they were in the past, what they are 
now, Miriam declines any possible romantic involvement with him in her future. 
Calmly, she arrives at this resolution "with so much peace that [she] could smile," a 
smile which "contemplates, weights and approves." (Ibid) At this tranquil moment of 
contemplation, Miriam again reflects on the relation between time and moment, and 
observes that "time is suspended, but moments are ticking themselves away." (Ibid) 
This single reflection spells out her understanding of how moments and time are 
different and related to one another; the importance of moments in Miriam's 
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perception of time in her reality, and the profusion of moments in Pilgrimage.� 
Later on in Chapter 9 when reviewing her relationships with Densley and the 
kiss from Ted (Miriam's suitors in earlier volumes), she "realized that speech and 
emotional display in face of a lifelong contract were out of place," (MM 645) at least 
to her. Yet, Miriam's incompatibility with men and married life in conventional 
setting leaves her undisturbed. At these occasions, it seems that Miriam has come to 
her own understanding of how hetero-sexual love, if not marriage, can work for her. 
Only in "silence, in complete self-consciousness, possession of the inwardness of her 
[Miriam's] being, can lovers fully meet." (MM, 646) Love or marriage for Miriam, 
excludes material domesticity, physical intimacy and social reality, the 
external/worldly components which according to common sense, as the essentials in 
conventional love or marriage. Miriam's spiritual, if not self-possessed or solitary 
"love", is a self-evident explanation of her inaptness with secular love/marriage life. 
Leaving Rachel Mary's place, Miriam resides in St. John's Wood as temporary 
lodger before she returns to Rachel Mary's place again at the end of the volume. 
Conversing with another fellow lodger about how young girls of their times live, she 
also comes to realize where and how she lives. They [Miriam and other girls] both 
live "...in the Now, the eternal moment, fully; that in their sense of Being, whatever 
their discontents and longings, outdoes for most of them, the desire to Become. Will 
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triumphant. Throughout their lives." (MM 635) Similar to her realization at Dimple 
Hill earlier on, she lives in the now, the present, which is the eternal moment with 
her will to become something she desires. As noted previously, with the volume's 
increasing references to and comments on writing, what Miriam desires to become is 
a writer. Miriam guides herself towards this answer through her question: "Is this 
conviction of the wonder of mere existence, the amazingness [Miriam's idiosyncratic 
use of language—amazingness rather than amazement] of there being anything 
anywhere, the secret of my feeling, wherever I go, upon my native heath and wishing 
to stay there?" (Ibid) To link the "wonder" here with the last quotation on the "desire 
to become," the two quotes can be interpreted as to express her realizations that it is 
in the eternal present where and when she lives; together with the will to become a 
writer despite all odds. Here, Miriam reaches the core of her existence一how, where 
she exists in time and space, and she has provided herself with answers. These 
fragmentary moments/instants can be viewed as impressionist because, according to 
Kronegger, "instantism" is impressionism. (61) In Kronegger，s formulation, life and 
self are composed of "discontinuous, instantaneous experience." (Ibid) Through the 
progressive moments in this volume, Miriam "is able to pass through experience and 
become illuminated by it...each illumination leads to another experience—and each 
experience leads to additional illumination." (Staley 55) For Miriam, her 
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illuminations lead her towards the quest of her life—to become a writer, according to 
Jean Raford. 
Subject matter 
For a narrative extending over two thousand pages, Pilgrimage's spectrum of 
subject matter is colourful yet complicated. Throughout the Richardson scholarship, 
the focus is mainly set on the issue of identity, gender, feminine psychology, social 
context or even spirituality. In addition to that, Pilgrimage's subject matter can also 
be considered as impressionist, since it takes its materials from ordinary life and its 
surrounding environment. Meyer Schapiro writes that: 
in the image world of the Impressionists一in their picturing of the environment, 
whether city or country, the distinctive occasions of spectacle, play, 
performance, recreation, and enjoyment——their subjects issues from the 
aesthetic moments in everyday life. (273) 
In this penetrating summary, there are three key terms that can be singled out to 
summarize the impressionist subject matter of Pilgrimage: environment, aesthetic 
moments, and everyday life. In the first chapter of Revolving Lights. Miriam 
wanders around the city of London in the manner of a modern doy flaneur. Miriam's 
form of roaming the street in different volumes is discussed by various critics, as 
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early as Woolf after the publication of The Tunnel Powys, as late as Carol Watts, 
and Jean Radford. During her solitary street roaming, or with Michael Shatov (her 
past lover and later, a lasting friend), she vividly paints before the eyes of readers the 
cityscape of London: the London West End, Soho，Piccadilly Circus and areas 
surrounding them, even with the name of various avenues and streets recorded. From 
"a little West End Street, giving out its character...flat and grey, broken by shadowy 
pillared porticoes," (RL 240) to "Oxford Street opened ahead, right and left, a wide 
empty yellow-lit corridor of shuttered shop-fronts," (RL 254) to where "Bond Street 
had come to an end, bringing her out into the grey-brown spaciousness of Piccadilly, 
lit sparsely by infrequent globes of gold," to "Green Park slept on the fair side of the 
road," (RL 273) and "passing into the deeps of the central freedom of Piccadilly 
Circus." (RL 276) At the end, there is "a fresh breeze setting down Shaftsbury." (RL 
278) This portrayal of central London cityscape is much more than detailed; it is 
pointillist. 
Not only is the landscape of central London charted with map-like, pointillist 
specificity, it is rendered with colourful, appealing "sensations, impressions, ideas 
and emotions" that "glance off [Miriam]." This is actually Woolf,s comments on 
Miriam's street roaming in The Tunnel but it is also applicable here (Watts 44). 
More than depicting the outdoor environment, the cityscape of central London, 
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Miriam shows what she sees from the indoor~a popular impressionist m o t i f c a f e . 
From the inside of a cafe, she sees other urban dwellers like herself, "the skirts of 
women, men's trousered legs...pass[ing] by, moving slowly, with a lifeless 
intentness." (RL 280) Here, Miriam shows her readers how the modem urban 
environment of London looks from "within" and "without", decked with details, 
tinted with mood. 
In all four volumes of Pilgrimage there are depictions of everyday life 
under different settings, yet it is from The Tunnel that the depiction is comparatively 
more concrete and even, meticulous. Regarding that volume, Woolf remarks that "we 
(readers) find ourselves in the dentist's room, in the street, in the lodging-house 
bedroom." (Watts 44) As a part of her daily routine, she has to check whether "the 
instruments were all right," to "swing round to the bureau and hurriedly read through 
the names of the morning's patients." (TT 33) More than that, she needs to comfort 
different waiting patients, saying something like "I don't think it would be very 
long," to interact with other staff and doctors, and to "look out the remainder of the 
charts and [go] anxiously through the little pile of letters." (TT 35). In addition to 
that, there are cleaning and tidying work of a mechanical nature that at times 
frustrates her, pushes her to ask "Were there any sort of people who could do this 
kind of thing patiently, without minding?...was it right to spend life cleaning 
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instruments?" (TT 40); having tea, examining the books read by other staff (TT 66). 
After her work, Miriam again roams the street, usually the Strand, and later settles 
down for her dinner at the A.B.C. cafe, her usual dinner place (TT 75). After dinner, 
she would return to her "residence," a single room managed by Mrs. Bailey. This is 
the structured, ordinary daily itinerary of Miriam, her routine as an assistant in a 
dental practice. 
In portraying the cityscape, reporting the daily routine, the subject matter 
discussed can be said to be "trivial" without grandeur. However, there are 
"intellectual" moments in her insignificant urban life in The Tunnel, or aesthetic 
moments in Pointed Roofs where she stays in Germany as a governess. In the former, 
Miriam is invited to attend lectures with Mr. Hancocks, at which they hear "the very 
best in the intellectual life of London, the very best science...," and can be among 
"enlightened" people. (TT 102-3) Though the irony between the lines should not go 
unnoticed, this is the more "meaningful," "intellectual" part of her urban life. In 
Pointed Roofs, as noted by Staley, when Miriam "listens to Chopin's 5"�Nocturne, 
the music transports her into a rhapsodic state: "everything is growing brighter and 
brighter. She felt she was looking at nothing and yet was aware of the whole room 
like a picture in a dream." (Ibid) As shown, in the pettiness of daily routine, no 
matter as uninspiring and dry as the life in The Tunnel or as insecure and burdened 
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as the life in Pointed Roofs, Miriam has in her life moments of intellectuality, or 
aesthetic (artistic) enjoyment that lifts her temporarily from her everyday reality. 
From the cityscape of central London, the itinerary of her everyday work and 
some of the less frivolous and momentary escapes from her monotonous life, there 
are presences of the impressionist subjects as defined by Schapiro earlier on. 
However, without the emergence of the New Woman under the social context which 
Miriam belongs to, it would be impossible for her to even live and work 
independently on her own." Richardson's portrayal of Miriam's London life 
displays both the promise and problem of urban city, with its energy, freedom and 
frustration. These paradoxical forces are what the impressionist Manet actually 
"exalted in." (Schwarz 57) In Celena E. Kusch's view, Pilgrimage "offers a careful 
and detailed portrait of the material realities of modernity." (Kusch) From Kusch's 
perspective, she considers that Pilgrimage offers to its readers a meticulous portrait 
of a country during a specific period of time, from a rather material and 
cosmopolitan point-of-view (Kusch). Recalling Ford's words quoted earlier on that 
impressionists render their own times with their own words, Kusch's insights about 
the nature of Pilgrimage match with that of Ford's. 
Techniques 
Pilgrimage, like impressionist paintings, apparently demonstrates the lack of 
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profound artistic techniques, or calculations, and this made the author vulnerable to 
taunting critical commentary after its initial successful reception. However, as 
quoted earlier on from Monet, the impressionist's lack of technique or casualness is 
in fact, a painstaking construct. In recent decades, critics have devoted much critical 
attention to the technical achievements Pilgrimage has accomplished, and there are 
commonalities among the investigations on her techniques. Though from various 
critical positions'^, many of them throw their darts on the use of Point of View, the 
feature of Stream-of-consciousness/interior monologue, the anachronological 
temporality, the single narrative voice and the abundance of details and imagery. 
Among them, the first three would be discussed here for their ground-breaking 
significance. 
The Point of View is an intriguing feature in Pilgrimage, since it is not constant, 
yet shifting between the first- and the third-person point of view. At times, the text 
contains occasional second-person narration. (The Tunnel 20) However, no matter 
how the point of view changes, it has its central focalization on the consciousness of 
Miriam. In the beginning volume Pointed Roofs, the first person 'T ' prevails most of 
the narrative, yet in the last volume March Moonlight, it is the shifting that has 
become dominant. Immediately in Chapter 1，there is an example of shifting point of 
view within one paragraph. The paragraph starts with the usual third-person 
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narration, as "Miriam finds her eyes upon Sally's chestnut tree." (MM 555) Several 
lines down, after "and then at once aware," the point of view changes to the first-
person, "as I said have you seen the chestnut buds," (Ibid) continues until "Aren't 
they lovely? I asked." (MM 556) One justification is that Richardson desires the 
existence and enunciation of the "character" Miriam, and Miriam only, that the role 
of the "narrator" appears to be irrelevant here. Whenever the third-person point of 
view is used, there must be a narrator (or spectator) according to conventional 
narrative code, yet the narrator here becomes the first personal "I," the character 
Miriam. It is because from every point of view, the focus (the subject of observation) 
and the vantage point of observation are Miriam's consciousness solely. Then, the 
character here replaces the role played by the narrator, the voice "I" presented in the 
first person, plays the role of both the protagonist and the spectator. (Schwarz 205) 
This ‘T, is the Miriam presented in the third person at the beginning. As the 
consciousness of Miriam flows on, the distinctions between them are then blurred. 
Radford offers a number of explanations here, and one of them I find clear and 
justifiable. (Radford 118) It is her observation that this shift draws attention "to the 
position of Miriam as both the subject/object of discourse." (Radford 117) However, 
no matter which position Miriam occupies, she is still the focal, as well as the 




The other technique which is of critical significance is the use of interior 
monologue or stream-of-consciousness. With her Pilgrimage written almost entirely 
in this manner, Dorothy Richardson is the first writer to be identified with this 
technique as pronounced by May Sinclair in 1918，in Egoist and Little Review, 
though Richardson herself denies this labelling, it is the trademark that critics assign 
to her. 13 In David Stamm's formulation, the flow of her consciousness is her "direct 
experience of reality" (2-3); in Woolf's words, Miriam's consciousness enables us to 
"feel ourselves seated at the centre of another mind" (Ibid) ； in Robert Humphery's 
view, the consciousnesses and impression of Miriam are associated with the pictorial 
imagery seen in Pilgrimage.(Stalev 50) Drawing these critical comments together, 
the stream-of-consciousness in Pilgrimage, at its best, is the intimate portrait of the 
centre of one's consciousness or psyche about the reality perceived/conceived, in the 
form of impressions with picture-like imagery. The passage in Revolving Lights 
depicting Miriam contemplating her break-up with Michael is a telling example. 
There are two stages for Miriam to handle the break. At the first stage, she fears "the 
opening of a lifetime of loneliness" presented through the imagery of the "room" 
filled with "stillness." (RL 320) Here, the room is the imagery of her psyche at this 
moment, not only because of its stillness, but also because of the state of the room: 
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"its features stood aloof, separate, individual; independent of her presence." (Ibid) In 
fact, what fits into these descriptions is Miriam, a woman who is about to be single 
and lonely in the next day. As Miriam contemplates her farewell speech to Michael, 
she breaks "up the shape of her room and blurred its features." (Ibid) Then, Miriam 
senses "something coming confidently towards her." (Ibid) The imagery of a room 
broken and blurred is her broken relationship with Michael; the something that is 
capturing her is, surprisingly, "her profanity" which is "golden and bright with a 
radiance that spread all round her." (RL 321)" At this point, Miriam conquers the 
fear of the break with "incurable happiness." (Ibid) Moving on to the next paragraph 
about her sense of "joy" and "a hilarity against which nothing seemed to be able to 
prevail," the imagery changes to the image of "...mountain landscape gleaming 
in...joy..." (Ibid), that symbolizes her shared memory with Michael. From the dread 
to happiness that Miriam feels about her break-up with Michael, the imageries of the 
room and gold mountain landscape act as the silent pictures that portray the depth, if 
not the center, of her psyche. 
Another essential point that must be addressed in terms of the techniques 
deployed in Pilgrimage, is the issue of temporality. Gillian E. Hanscombe sees 
Pilgrimage's temporality as the major blocking stone that hinders its scholarship for 
two reasons. First, it is because "Miriam's thoughts are "contextual" and 
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"psychological" and “...non-linear.,，(Hanscombe 27) In other words, there are no 
patterns or rules that could govern the thoughts of Richardson's receptive heroine. 
Second, Hanscombe thinks that "Richardson assumes that readers remember every 
single details of Miriam's life." (Ibid) In this case, Richardson imposes her readers 
an impossible task of memorizing a narrative over two thousand pages, every 
contextual thought of Miriam. (These two features of the text surely affect its 
readability and effective understanding) These contextual thoughts (that means, 
spontaneous and random) could be about the past, the present, that often occur 
simultaneously within a short paragraph, since Miriam often relapses them into 
memories, and loses herself in her present though concurrently. This observation is 
what Elizabeth Bronfen's terms as "the simultaneity of existence," which supports 
"Miriam's subjective transgressions of time boundaries, especially of her experience 
of the past as an immediate reality." (Stamm 9) Drawing on Bronfen and Stamm, it is 
to say Pilgrimage's temporality is anachronlogical, which fuses different 
temporalities simultaneously in various means. This nature of temporality chiefly 
manifests itself through the "simultaneity of existence" of past and present. This 
feature persists throughout the entire Pilgrimage, yet the more illustrative volume is 




Residing at Vaud with Sally, Miriam "recalls the day of the great-tea-party" (a 
shared memory with Jean) (MM 556). To Miriam, "to return to Jean is to found 
oneself at an unchanging centre" (MM 566); together, they "contemplated whatever 
had been summoned to stand before us." (MM 577) The references to Jean are too 
frequent, extending over twenty pages, two chapters at least. At the end of Chapter 1 
and in the beginning of Chapter 2, Miriam herself admits that "her heart. . . recently 
had missed a beat in imagining Jean," (MM 580) and considers "Jean's love that was 
her own passport to eternity." (Ibid) This line speaks for itself, how rapturous 
Miriam's act of recalling can be. In this present, which is almost totally filled by the 
past, the recall of her memories with Jean proves the "simultaneity of existence" of 
past and present. From this prototype of the simultaneous existence of past and 
present, "present and past time are dialogically and endlessly engaged in a 
rearranging of the past's significance." (Mclntire, "Introduction") To Miriam, "the 
past remains a fundamentally vital, retrievable, reinscribable，and often pleasurable 
residue." (Ibid) When the past can be easily recalled and re-enjoyed at any present 
moments, the "simultaneity of existence" is pushed to its pinnacle. 
The simultaneous present of past and present has yet another linguistic 
manifestation through the use of tense, that past, present and future are all fused 
together. "Always, when I think of her, I shall see her as when the sound of their 
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boots was heard." (MM 557) Through the use of shifting tense pattern, Miriam fuses 
her past (her memory with Jean, as noted by "was heard"), her timeless present (her 
thoughts over Jean, as she is "always" "think[ing] o f Jean), her anticipated future 
(as how she will think of Jean in the future, as noted b y "I shall see"), the three 
temporal dimensions join together in just one line. This temporal fusion practised in 
her Pilgrimage demonstrates an "inherent refusal and resistance against theoretical 
framing" (Hanscombe 27) and in this instance, the fusion of tenses is a refusal and 
resistance against the governance of temporal limits. This sense of rebellion is 
precisely one of the very aspects of the impressionist painting and Richardson's 
uniqueness that surpasses her fellow contemporaries. 
Shapeless Form 
Presently going down, with lighted torches, we are perplexed by great walls of 
monstrous thickness, rising up between the benches, shutting out the stage, 
obtruding their shapeless forms in absurd places, confusing the whole plan, and 
making it a disordered dream. (Dickens, Pictures from Italy) 
These words are from Pictures from Italy, Charles Dickens. To a very large extent, 
Pilgrimage, even in our selected volumes, resemble(s) the "great walls with 
"shapeless forms"" by its "shapelessness" in certain "forms." This quality, as 
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discussed previously, is one of the features of the impressionist painting. Pilgrimage 
is structurally shapeless (or structure-less, in other words) since it is 'non-fini'; 
thematically and technically "shapeless" because of its resistance against closure and 
the use of/its focus on Miriam's ever flowing consciousness. Its form lies in, in 
Hanscombe words, "an attempt to record the gestalt of her life." (Hanscombe 33) 
Gestalt means "a configuration or pattern of elements so unified as a whole that it 
cannot be described merely as a sum of its parts." (cdict) From the quote, it is clear 
that Gestalt is a kind of unified whole, which is definitely a kind of "form." Less 
assertive about the unity, Staley takes the form of Pilgrimage globally and said that 
"ordinary life should be given form. The overall texture is more important than its 
total structure•” (Staley 50) By using the word "texture," he prioritizes the liveliness 
and collage of daily encounters over the overall logical/structural connection and 
completion. Jean Raford, compares the form of Pilgrimage to Bunyan's Pilgrim's 
Progress, and argues that Pilgrimage is an extended metaphor of a quest of life 
(Radford 25). Carol Watts, focusing on Richardson's life long interest in the art of 
cinematography and the visual narrative in Pilgrimage, considers Pilgrimage as a 
form of mobile impression. (Stamm 11) From gestalt to quest, mobile impression to 
textural collage, Pilgrimage takes various forms without having any fixed shapes. 
The ‘Non-fmi’ is a painterly term that describes the lack of a 
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proper-finish~the academia's licked-surface of a standard painting. Yet, according to 
Barbra White, the impressionist form is “open and imprecise." (White 6) This quality 
matches naturally with the unending end of Pilgrimage, which is open and circular. It 
is open in the sense that the end of the last volume is not the resolution, or 
conclusion of the entire action of the novel-sequence. Rather, it is a kind of new 
beginning. Bluemel points out that towards the last volume that a new character 
"Dick" is introduced and later, it is thought to be Miriam herself. After thirteen 
previous volumes, the narrative expands to a path unknown without warning. 
(Bluemel 125-129) In addition, as thoroughly scrutinized by Elizabeth Bronfen, the 
last volume is largely made up of events that happened earlier on, or simply from her 
memory, recalled by or hinted towards by Miriam at her present. The interrelations 
and superimpositions of texts are annoyingly frequent. With this multiple planes of 
texts intercepting through the volume, the sense of ending is replaced by a sense of 
referencing between different texts. In this way, the structure is circular rather than 
linear, and there is not an exact end available. Then, when it comes to a stop, it is 
abrupt and unending. 
More than its last volume, the beginning of the sequence, Pointed Roofs is 
not actually the beginning of the plot; some events have already taken place before 
Miriam's departure from her London home depicted in that beginning volume. 
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However, they are withheld from readers. In the volumes covered in this thesis, The 
Tunnel and Revolving Lights, the major motifs and development are similar: 
Miriam's London life, her meetings with the Wilsons, her interactions with different 
men and women in her life. The development is repetitive, even unmoving without 
any obvious climax. Middleton Murry, when commenting on Revolving Lights, 
complains that it "ceases to be primarily a story." Priestley in reviewing this volume 
even extends the criticism against its author, says that Richardson is not even a 
novelist and that her books lacked any kind of structure at all. (Fromm 154) Despite 
these unkind criticisms, Richardson's contemporaries, John Cower Powys argues in 
her defense. While admitting the structural looseness of Pilgrimage that it "might 
seems 'plotless," he stresses that "Miriam is not 'plan-less', "she plans her life." 
(Powys 29) Given this structural pattern of being structural-less, Bluemel considers 
that "the novel not only encourages but actually instructs its readers to violate 
conventional codes of reading by abandoning their desires for narrative beginnings, 
middles, and ends." (Bluemel 125) To the two latter critics, Pilgrimage's 
shapelessness is not plan-less, it is Richardson's grander design beyond the code of 
her times. 
Thematically speaking, the ending has not provided its readers with clear 
resolutions of the thematic conflicts during the course of the entire thirteen volumes. 
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In the last volume, March Moonlight, for example, after many illuminating 
revelations, Miriam has not resolved yet another aspect of her identity一her hidden 
sense of/aspiration for maternity (i.e., the identity as a wife and mother) and the 
identity as a solitary, independent writer who cannot accommodates herself with 
married life. Holding Paul's baby in her arms, she naturally (yet notoriously) asks 
"often I had held babes in my arms: Harriett's, Sally's, and many others. But never 
with that sense of perfect serenity. If Jean's marriage with Joe Davenport brought her 
a child, should I feel, in holding it, that same sense of fulfillment?" (MM 657) The 
question has become the enigma that has no ultimate answer(s). In this way, it 
induces various speculations on who Miriam wants to be at last. One of the readings 
generated by Jean Radford is that Miriam clings to the identity as a writer, a reading 
that my discussion is based on. Furthermore, this non-fini nature leads to the 
significant idea of becoming, which implies the sense of evolution, changes which 
prevents the narrative to achieve a permanent, closed reading. Who Miriam wants to 
become at its very end is a never-ending tale that leads to anywhere but its definite 
closure, since the process of quest is more important than the result of the finished 
work. This ending also echoes Arthur Rimbaud's notion on impressionist painting. In 
his interpretation, paintings in this style also end in flux, indecision and a passing 
moment. (Kronegger 53) 
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Technique wise, the prominence of the stream-of-consciousness also stops the 
narrative from reaching its end. This is an observation again raised by Bluemel. She 
proposes that "the 'present' nature of consciousness also explains why Pilgrimage, a 
narrative with its subject being consciousness, narrative form being 
stream-of-consciousness, cannot actually have an ending." (126) In the rendering of 
Miriam's inner flow of instantaneous thoughts and feelings, which do not always 
conform to the artificial, classical contour of a beginning without prior events, an 
ending with definite conclusion, it would be against the work's nature to close its 
cosmos of possibility and multiplicity. As early as the 1930's, when the entire 
collection was not yet complete, Powys had already pronounced with vision that 
"one may safely hazard一there will be no neat "denouement, no rounding off of 
everything in the attainment of a certain spiritual formula as is presented to us." 
(Powys 30) Powys's insight written more than seventy years ago that Pilgrimage will 
not end/round-off neatly, still bear its relevance today. Gloria Fromm, in her 
authoritative biography of Richardson in 1977, stated that Richardson did not live to 
complete her life-work; she passed away before Pilgrimage's completion, and the 
length of the last volume is relatively shorter than her usual volumes. Here, no one 
can say for sure where the final destination of Miriam's pilgrimage could be. 
However, this forced, or given indeterminacy of the work is an appealing advantage 
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to Richardson. Quoting Brecht's question asked in his poetry "How long Do works 
endure? As long As they are not completed," (Watts 1) it is clear that the non-fini, 
incompletness are the keys towards the endurance of literary works. Pilgrimage, a 
work with a seemingly confusing plan and disordered structure, as demonstrated 
through its non-fini and incompletion has, according to Bretcht, "endure [d]" the test 
of time. 
Subjective, Egoistic 
Being Egoistic or at least, Subjective, has been one of the trademarks of 
impressionist artists as noted previously. Then, it would be important to know the 
origin of their inclination and artistic manifestations in both painting and literature. 
E.H. Gromich's configuration that the impressionist art, briefly put, as "a new way of 
seeing" is a crucial insight. Drawing from his understanding and the words of 
various painters, it would not be wrong to say that the driving force behind the 
impressionist's subjective nature lies in their belief of painting what they actually see, 
not from what they ought to see. The guiding rationales that direct the painters' 
brushes have changed. They are no longer how painters must see and paint according 
to academia's laws (with perspectives, drawing, modelling and many more), but 
what do they actually see, feel, and their original, direct rendering, which each of 
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them are different. This, I believe, is in Gromich's formulation the "new" way. With 
their subject matter being the natural instants which they cannot exert human control, 
what the artists rely on are only their own selves-their vision, their hands, which are 
largely determined by their character. This is the spark that lights up the subjective 
nature of their paintings. 
This new orientation towards, from, and on oneself has its literary 
manifestations, at least in the case of Pilgrimage. In my opinion, they include the use 
of stream-of-consciousness and also, the blurring of character with the narrator (as 
discussed in the shifting point-of-view), or even the absence of the latter as some 
(Parsons, Bluemel, for example) would argue. Since May Sinclair, the term 
Stream-of-consciousness has been linked up with Richardson, and its use in 
Pilgrimage has been discussed earlier on. Here, I would like to add to the previous 
discussion, the dominating importance of this inner consciousness and its relation 
with the subjective nature of the work. Joanne Winning argues that the writing of 
Pilgrimage is the "act of the writing consciousness in the 1920's." (Winning 77) 
George Egerton and Powys all explicate that Pilgrimage is "the attempt to locate a 
poetics of the novel which will accurately and satisfactorily represent woman's 
experience of her consciousness and its formation." (Ibid) Weaving these critics 
together, they all suggest the importance of consciousness in Pilgrimage and 
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consciousness itself flows within one's cognitive and psychic system. From the 
broadest "definition" of this term quoted in various anthologies, it is the recording of 
one's interior thoughts, feelings and emotions. Pilgrimage, as a writing record of 
consciousness, has its source and focus of expression from something that originates 
from a human subject. In this way, the work is inevitably subjective, even to the 
point of being Narcissistic. 
In the previous discussion on the shifting point of view, the argument of 
Bluemel is an illustrative one in highlighting the supreme importance, or even, the 
sole existence of the character, Miriam. During the course of writing, Richardson 
asks herself "Who is there to describe her (Miriam)?" given the fact that it is a novel 
written on, from Miriam's consciousness. The all-powerful creator has the question 
setting the identity of the story teller, and eventually, according to Parsons, 
Richardson's answer is—"there was only Miriam" to give voice to. (Parsons 30) 
Miriam, in Richardson's later review, is someone who "must not be the wise, all 
knowing author...She must not know or divine anything that Miriam does not know 
or divine; she must not see anything that Miriam does not know or see." (Parsons 31 
quoting Kime Scott 1990:433) Then, readers see the mirror image of Miriam talking 
to herself~"Miriam's descriptions of herself to herself," set "entirely and 
unceasingly within Miriam's consciousness" regardless of the external elements. 
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(Ibid) This might explain why Woolf later reviews Richardson as being possessed 
with the "damned egoistic self." From the feature of the stream-of-consciousness and 
the "monopoly" voice/perspective/subject of Miriam, she "thus would not merely 
record reality, but rather discover it in its subjective singularity." (Stamm 3) These 
analyses which illustrate the subjective nature of the work would be in line with Jean 
Rafrod's comment that "Pilgrimage. I would argue, offers one of the most sustained 
meditations on subjectivity within twentieth-century literature." (Radford 109) 
IV. Concluding Remarks 
As delineated, Impressionism consists of fragmented, evanescent instanteity 
rendered subjectively. With its emphasis on colour, light, sensation (senses), 
ambience and seemingly casual techniques, the artist portrays trivial, urban subject 
matter shapelessly. Viewing Pilgrimage in this light, it is clear that the work is 
impressionist since it fits neatly into this version of impressionism, as discussed in 
separate sections with different section headings. Pilgrimage has its profusion of 
fragmented moments even through the text discussed here; it is subjective in terms of 
techniques and focus (for example, the Stream-of-consciousness, the use of character 
and narrator); it is always colourful with the play of lights in various forms and 
colour, which are often evocative and suggestive; it has objects or scenes which that 
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can be touched, seen and heard; it has its subject matter draws from urban life and 
city scapes; it has its forms in shapeless, techniques in randomness. Pilgrimage's 
close kinship with the pictorial, spatial art might be explained by this statement from 
Richardson herself: "all literature is to some degree pictorial," i.e., spatial. (Staley 
104) This chapter, with its concern in the painterly-writerly qualities of 
impressionism in Pilgrimage, attempts to show that Pilgrimage can be viewed as a 
piece of literary-impressionist painting. 
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Note to Chapter One 
1 Barbara Ehrlich White in Impressionism in perspective (1978) included Monet's 
teaching to his American painter student Lilla Cabot Perry on pp.14 
"When you go out to paint, try to forget what objects you have before you...Merely 
think, here is a little square of blue, here an oblong of pink, here a streak of 
yellow..." Also, Lilla Cabot understands Monet's insistence on the changing effect 
of light and colours. From them, we see Monet's primary concerns over colours 
and the mutations of effect in painting. 
^Todd K. Bender in Literary Impressionism in Jean Rhys, Ford Madox Ford, Joseph 
Conrad and Charlotte Bronte (1997) pp. 5 states that "In writing Ford's 
impressionism," Todd recognizes that "there is a parallel with the development of 
French Impressionist painting in the late 1 c e n t u r y . " 
Colour, light and vibration, Jules Laforgue in 1883 wrote that 
The Impressionist sees and renders nature as it is—that is, wholly in the vibration 
of colour. No drawing, light, modeling, perspective，or chiaroscuro, none of those 
childish classifications... 
http://www.ncartmuseum.org/monet/revolution3.html 
�Athena Callen in The art of Impressionism: Painting Technique & The Making of 
Modernity (2000) states that Zola in 1872 says, "the truth is that the artist works 
only slowly on his canvases, in order to arrive at this extreme simplicity and 
unprecedented refinement in the expression of his sensation." It is what Callen 
comments as "studied simplicity" (Callen 167). 
^The complex techniques of impressionist painters, as summarized from Athena 
Callen again from The Art of Impressionism: Painting Technique & The Making 
of Modernity 2000. 
For example, the paint on canvases are of multiple layers with various paints 
mixed together; Monet's staccato touch and summary execution; indefinite 
perspective; juxtaposition of scale, far and near; the drowning of contour; the 
abandonment of modelling and structure. They are the more popular techniques 
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used by the impressionist painters to produce 'simple' pictures. 
6julia Van Gunsteren's From Katherine Mansfield and Literary Impressionism. 1990 
The techniques of Impressionist literature on pp. 52 
The aim is to create an atmosphere, in subtle evocation, with discontinuous, 
retrospective or unfinished actions, in stream of consciousness channelled by 
emotion, corresponding to the way in which we experience life. No analysis or 
inventory of set pictures or comments on the characters is given not is there a 
chronological report with a definite beginning, middle and end. In its effect on the 
reader, it is highly suggestive. (239) 
^The other page references of these few elements in other volumes are as follow: 
Colour, light and atmosphere in The Tunnel Volume II 
pp. 11-17，21-23，30-31，73-74，95, 98，111, 128, 153,229-234, 238, 254-257 
Colour, light and senses in Revolving Light. Volume III 
pp. 241, 259, 307, 259, 320, 338 
Colour, light and senses in March Moonlight Volume IV 
pp. 560, 567，584, 588, 596, 598-599, 600，620，654 
8jean Radford's argument in her Dorothy Richardson 1990 that Miriam's quest is to 
become a writer, as to compare Richardson with Proust's A la recherche du temps 
perdu 
If Proust's twelve-volume novel A la recherche du temps perdu can be summed up as 
Marcel becomes a writer, equally the thirteen novels of Pilgrimage could be 
summarized as 'Miriam becomes a writer.' Her Pilgrimage towards this goal takes 
her through years of reading, through all the highways and byways of late Victorian 
textuality to the statement in the last volume, March Moonlight: "While I write, 
everything vanishes but what I contemplate" which signals her accession to the role 
of writer. (Radford 8) 
What does Miriam give the rest of her life to? To writing. Only in writing can she 
'meet her', for the mother, like the body, is held in language...it is only through 
language...that the subject (Miriam, Dorothy Richardson or her reader) can maker 
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her pilgrimage forward, and back, to what the text at different points calls 'reality' or 
'life i tself . (Radford 133) 
^This quote is from the movie, The Hours (2002)，directed by Stephen Daldry. The 
entire lines are as follows: 
Look life in the face, and to know it for what it is, and last, to know it, to love it for 
what it is, and then, to put it away. 
iGpage references where 'moment' is mentioned in the other selected volumes: 
Moments in The Tunnel, Volume II 
pp. 141, 178，213, 216，215，238, 249, 353，360，363 
Moments in Revolving Lights, Volume III 
pp. 236，237, 242，252, 267, 280，282, 317,317 
Moments in March Moonlight Volume IV 
pp. 561，565，567, 569, 583, 584，602, 607，611, 618，622, 626，627，635，645，654, 
65-658 
"New Woman, social context as analyzed by Carol Watts and Jean Radford 
For Carol Watts, the entire chapter three of her Dorothy Richardson deals with 
Miriam's London life. There, Watts quotes from Miriam herself that "I suppose I'm a 
new woman-I've said I am now anyhow." (Watts 41) 
Jean Radford in chapter four of her Dorothy Richardson also discusses the 
emergence of New Woman in relation to Miriam's independent womanhood. 
(Radford 67) 
'^The different critical positions or approaches take by various critics in discussing 
Pilgrimage. They usually choose: modernist aesthetic; feminist reading; 
autobiographical reading; contextual study. Few have tried their hands on 
Pilgrimage's visual/aural aesthetics. 
1 "1 
Joanne Winning's PhD thesis 1996，in which she presents Dorothy Richardson's 
own view on Stream-of-consciousness as quoted from pp. 79 
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Richardson's own understanding of the 'shape' of consciousness: 
"Stream-of-conscious is a muddle-headed phrase. It's not a stream, it's a pool, a sea, 
an ocean..." 
Richardson's own response towards her novel being labeled as the 
Stream-of-Consciousness novel, quoted by Shirley Rose, in a critical essay "The 
Unmoving Center: Consciousness in Dorothy Richardson's "Pilgrimage,"" published 
in Contemporary Literature. 10.3 (1969): 366-382，by University of Wisconsin Press. 
Definitions of consciousness vary from school to school and are necessarily as 
incomplete as definitions of life. The only satisfactory definition of a man's 
consciousness is his life. And this, superficially regarded, does seem to exhibit a 
sort of stream-line. But his consciousness sits stiller than a tree. ... its central 
core, luminous point,... those more or less continuously expanding from birth to 
maturity, remains stable, one with itself throughout life." "Literature," she 
continues, "is a product of this stable human consciousness, enriched by 
experience and capable of deliberate, con-centrated contemplation." And in 
addition to her rejection of consciousness as flowing, nowhere in her writings is 
there any implication that she might have regarded "stream of consciousness" as 
descriptive of technique. 
"There are many possible interpretations of what this "profanity" might mean. I 
would consider this as the "liberty" Miriam feels when her struggle with self-losing, 
burdensome love with man in general is over. In a sense, this "liberation" can be 
viewed as "profanity" to traditional love relation between man and woman. Later in 




Chapter 2 Notes and Words; Listening and Reading 
—Music and Reading in Pilgrimage 
While the first chapter deals with the painting of the text, the second chapter 
focuses on its listening and reading. These two acts collaborate to show not only the 
composition, but also the savouring of this text can, and should extend to different 
dimensions, that the text is not only merely a piece of painting to be viewed, but also 
a piece of music to be listened to and a piece of text to be read. Words in language 
function like notes in music (and vice versa) in Pilgrimage: they both describe 
Miriam's state of mind and who she is at particular moments, blend the physical with 
the psychological, and add to words the lyrical touch. In savouring Pilgrimage, a pair 
of sharp ears for music is but a way to approach this challenging process. Readers of 
this text should be equipped with a pair of keen eyes not only to see the pictures 
Richardson paints on her different canvases, but to read the words on the page in 
"experimental ways" to do justice to this piece of "experimental writing." 
I. Notes as Words: Music in Pilgrimage 
Music is so naturally united with us that we cannot be free from it even if we so 
desired. Anicius Manlius 
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Understanding a sentence is much akin to understanding a theme in music than one 
may think. Ludwig Wittgenstein 
When Anicius Manlius, the prominent Roman philosopher introduced the three 
kinds of classification of music during the Renaissance ^  he confessed that music is 
innately omni-present in our lives. If music is everywhere in our world, it should 
also be in the world of letters, though the presence takes different masks and forms. 
Wittgenstein's quote suggests the similar identity of music and words that they can 
be understood in similar way(s). Here，the question to ask is how their hermeneutic 
process can be similar. Is their link the semantic content/function of each art? 
Semantic function or narrativity in art forms other than in literature has remained a 
controversial debate. This is a debate with polarized opinions from the purists and 
collaborators of the arts throughout the history of art. Whether music should remain 
pure or autonomous, or can it acquire (perform) semantic/narrative functions is the 
core of this endless debate. In handling this issue, Lawrence Kramer, similar to 
Manlius, believes that music should be "meaningfully engaged with language, 
imagery, and the wider world," (1) and "to articulate one of the core conditions of 
subjectivity...the sense of se l f . (2-3) In saying this, Kramer states his belief that 
music can, and should interact with its surroundings. On top of that, music should 
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achieve, even enhance the narrativity of "the wider world." Here, I would interpret 
the "wider world" to include the world of other arts, say literature. This collaborative 
view that music can, and should tell a story is also what the author of Pilgrimage. 
Dorothy Richardson practices. Richardson, in a letter to Henry Savage, says that 
poetry can be "indirectly more direct," "music even more so." (Hancsombe, The 
Novvel 92) To Richardson, music stands on a higher ground and penetrates into 
deeper space when it is compared with language in terms of expression. In 
Pilgrimage, the references to music are enormous, and they are of two kinds. The 
first kind is the instrumental music played in the narrative. The instrumental music in 
Pilgrimage includes the sound of piano, violin or bell; when Miriam assumes the role 
as the performer or the audience, though she is often the latter in this discussion. 
While Miriam usually assumes the role as a listener of instrumental music, it 
represents the artistic moment that expresses the psychic/mental state and sense of 
self of Miriam. More than suggesting the inner-working within Miriam's heart and 
mind, music in Pilgrimage also has its literary effects of bluuring various boundaries, 
evoking mood and tune the wordflow to be musical. The last item, to vocalize 
wordflow as word-music, comes not from any musical instruments, but from the 
"world" of letters. This is the second kind of music in Pilgrimage~the word-music. 
Music, in the case of Pilgrimage interacts with various spaces, yet, no matter how 
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complicated the interactions are, it is another voice, a vehicle for Miriam's 
self-expression, "the art of expressing sentiments and passions through the medium 
of sound." (Higgins, 663) 
Musical Moments: Ecstasy and Escape 
As discussed in the first Chapter, Pilgrimage has a proliferation of moments and 
momentary revelations. In addition to that, musical moments in Pilgrimage indicate 
the moment of ecstasy that even transcends Miriam from her immediate, terrestrial 
reality. The artistic moment as the crystalline moment of ecstasy is not an innovative 
insight. The Victorian critic, Walter Pater advocated this notion in his The 
Renaissance during the Victorian age, especially in its conclusion. To Pater, life 
becomes aesthetic life through seizing the aesthetic/ecstatic/passionate moments. In 
Wolfgang Iser's interpretation of Pater, he states that "art functions as an escape from 
the melancholy of human fmiteness" and music (as one of the arts) has the power to 
idealise secular life. (Iser 32) More than a century later, David Stamm, while 
commenting on music in Pilgrimage, again considers music "as Miriam's second 
voice to express herself non-verbally, and as the form of art that causes the strongest 
reaction in Miriam's being." (5) In music, there is "her awareness of the present 
moment, the sense of life itself," (Stamm 120) since "music also has the capacity to 
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transmit a mode of awareness to its listeners." (Higgins, 666) Draw from these critics， 
they both hinted at an idea that the recorded musical moments in Pilgrimage are the 
active moments in life, in which Miriam achieves the state of ecstasy by idealizing 
and breaking away from her own material, corporal finiteness. Music is the medium 
that enables this mental travel/leap by reconciling the opposites in arts. (Iser 25) 
These seemingly high-sounding abstractions actually have their concrete 
manifestations in our selected volumes. 
During the musical ‘ Vorspielen' (audition) in Pointed Roofs, various girls 
take turns to conduct musical performances and in this feast of music, Miriam 
experiences moments of ecstasy and gets away from the reality that surrounds her. 
Sitting "in a low chair in the shadow of the half-closed swing door... [Miriam] was 
spreading out her woolwork on her knee." (PR 42) At that moment, Miriam hears 
Emma Bergmann playing, and "the single notes of the opening motif of Chopin's 
Fifteenth Nocturne fell pensively into the waiting room." (PR 43) Here, the word 
"pensively" which indicates a state of deep contemplation, already contradicts with 
her manual "woolwork" and suggests another state Miriam has within her when the 
musical notes fall. Then, in this "pensive mood," “Miriam，her fatigue forgotten, slid 
to a featureless freedom." She sees the room, which looks "like a picture in a 
dream," grows "brighter and clearer"; she feels her "fear le [eaves] her"; she hears 
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that music comes "from everywhere," it carries "her out of the house, out of the 
world," "on and on towards great brightness ...everything ...[is] growing brighter and 
brighter." (Ibid) Here, what is repeated is the reference to light and brightness. 
Brightness or light, is the “undercurrent of [Richardson's] spiritual 
experience and also, the sign of "communication between her soul and the outer, 
material reality." (Felber 104) Under this heading, light is regarded as "Dorothy 
Richardson's most consistently used image for the positive sides of life, underlines 
Miriam's slow turn towards positive thinking." (Stamm 25) With brightness and 
lights enthralling Miriam during this Vorspielen, it clearly spells out the extremely 
positive, almost ecstatic psychic state of Miriam. What this moment of ecstasy 
consists of is an escape from her "fatigue" and "fear," and a sailing forward to 
"freedom" that she transcends her immediate material reality of doing manual work, 
(as symbolized by her "woolwork") with a reconciliation of the opposites. The 
opposites here include fatigue and fear verses freedom; spiritual uplift verses manual 
boredom and fright. Before the music swings, she sits low in "shadow"; after the 
music plays, the place then becomes a "picture," a "dream." To Miriam, the 
immediate surrounding has lost its realist touch as she moves beyond its reign by the 
power of music. Therefore, the musical moment is an intense moment that arouses in 
Miriam strong, if not the strongest, reaction. Caesar Blake, similar to Stamm, also 
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agrees with the transcendental power that musical moments bring to Miriam. Blake 
considers when "Emma Bergmann plays Chopin's 15"�Nocturne and the effect on 
Miriam is her full (and, to her, frightening) "illumination" in the novel: music lifts 
her into an aura of bright light which "transports" her beyond her finite 
surroundings," (Blake 100) and "in music the passions enjoy themselves." (Higgins 
669, quoting Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil) In her recent study, Bronfen also 
notes the uplifting effects of music upon Miriam in changing her perception of her 
immediate reality. 
Music and Sense of Self (Identity) 
Playing and listening to piano music are the recurring motifs which orchestrate 
the text(s) structurally, according to Stamm. More than piano music, other forms of 
musical sounds, such as the sound of violin or bells is also thematically important in 
suggesting the identity issues and the sense of self of Miriam. In The Tunnel. Miriam 
leads an independent life as a new woman as discussed in Chapter 1，lodges in a 
boarding house managed by Mrs. Bailey, where the bells of St. Pancras can often be 
heard. Upon Miriam's arrival to the house, she has "the feeling of confidence... come 
the first time." (TT 11) With this unprecedented confidence, four pages later, Miriam 
hears "an unaccompanied violin"; (TT 15) "the music stood serene and undisturbed 
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in the air of the quiet street." (Ibid) Listening to the musician being "completely 
undisturbed and unconscious of his surrounding," Miriam breathes "quietly, feeling 
the extremity of relief, passing boundary, emerging strong and equipped in a clear 
medium." (Ibid) When she finally returns to her room, "she turned back into the 
twilight of the room." (Ibid) Here, as an "unaccompanied" new woman living on 
herself, she feels the inner strength, the "confidence" (as 'emerging strong',) and the 
sober, sensible state of mind (equipped in a clear medium) when facing her 
independent, solitary life. This mode of living, to her, is a form of relief from her 
various burdens from her unwanted memories and sense of insecurity in Germany 
and Newlands (London) in the previous volumes (Pointed Roofs, Honeycomb). In 
the following chapters of this volume, readers would see how her independent life, 
the city of London thrills and challenges her in various regards. At this musical 
moment, the music that is "serene" and "undisturbed" is the symbol of her psychic 
state right before her entrance to another stage of her life. This positive state of mind 
is again supported by a kind of light (twilight), which as discussed, is the symbol of 
positives in her life. 
After her first expedition (or 'adventure') to Mornington Road in this 
volume, the musical sounds of the St. Pancras bells then asserts her identity as an 
independent woman, and she is "frightfully happy" with it. (TT 23) Sitting in her 
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room, with "strong bright light...standing outside the window," she hears 
St. Pancras bells burst forth again. Faintly interwoven with their bright 
headlong scale were the clear sweet delicate contralto of the more distant bells 
playing very swiftly and reproachfully a five-finger exercise in a minor key. 
That must be a very high-Anglican church; with light coming through painted 
windows on to carvings and decorations. (TT 22) 
Here, I would argue that the bell sounds that are "bursting forth" in "bright headlong 
scale" symbolize the energy, the drive, the sense of hope and the motivation Miriam 
feels within her. They also symbolize her strong sense of identity. To her, these 
energetic, forward-moving and bright sounds of the St. Pancras bells seem to be 
celebrating her triumph of freedom and victory over her naive, vulnerable past. Her 
disciplined, mechanical, docile past as a dutiful daughter and governess, which is 
symbolized by the "five-finger exercise in a minor key" in "clear sweet delicate 
contralto" from a very high-Anglican church, has now become "faint" and "distant.""^ 
Acknowledging this newly acquired identity, Miriam feels "happiness streamed 
along her arms and from her head." (TT 23) To her, the "St. Pancras bells began 
playing a hymn tune, in single firm beats," "ding-dong to and fro from tone to 
semitone" and at last, "ascending." (Ibid) The sound of freedom and independence 
that comes from her new identity is hymn-like to her, and they are powerful (“firm”)， 
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distinct ("single") and growing ("ascending"). These notes "clamoured recklessly 
mingling with Miriam's shout of joy as they banged against the wooden walls of the 
window space." (Ibid) The musical sound here is getting more intense and violent (as 
it 'banged', "clamoured recklessly"), that matches with Miriam's excited state of 
mind (as "shout of joy"), originates from her assured and clear sense of self-identity. 
From Miriam's "shout of joy," it is obvious that she is not a passive receptor of 
musical sounds, yet an active being that interacts physically and mentally with this 
sensational stimulus. In this way, "music...change[s] her from the passive, imposed 
mode to the active mode," (Stamm 129) thus, the sense of self embedded in this 
active mode can be considered as an affirmative recognition, rather than an imposed 
acceptance. 
Music: Blurring of Time and Space 
Music interweaves not only with the subject matter/content materials of 
Pilgrimage, it is a part of its confusingly rich techniques. Music can achieve a kind 
of "blurring" effect, in which the temporal-spatial boundaries are eroded. Again in 
Pointed Roofs, during the Vorspielen when Clara Bergmann continues with the 
"prelude of the unfinished phrase," (PR 43) Miriam instantly relapses into her 
childhood memory. For example, from the line saying how Miriam "annoyed her 
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father in what he called the new-fangled music." (Ibid) When "that wonderful light 
was coming again," 
She saw, slowly circling, fading and clearing, first its edge, and then, for a 
moment the whole thing, dripping, dripping as it circled, a weed-grown 
mill-wheel...She recognized it instantly. She had seen it somewhere as a 
child—in Devonshire—and never thought of it since—and there it was...She 
held it—it returnedclearer this time...Her heart filled...She could not 
remember which is which. All seemed good and dear to her. 
(PR 44) 
Whenever the motif of light appears, Miriam is about to, or has already experienced 
an exquisite moment. The light here signals her mental-spiritual travel back to her 
childhood and she recalls what she has experienced during her girlhood. This time, 
the music makes her see, gradually，a mill-wheel in Devonshire. Bit by bit, step by 
step, "it returned" to her, and she "held" it. More than 'holding' it, her entire body 
opens itself to this recollection of the wheel. Miriam hears "the soft swish and drip of 
the water," feels "the cool breeze it made" and smells "the scent of the moss." (Ibid) 
Involving nearly all her senses at this moment of reliving her past, Miriam's present 
is no longer her immediate surroundings. She has lost her grip of the temporal 
boundary between the past and the present; "her heart [was] filled" by the sight and 
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sounds of her mellow past. Sitting in a German room, she "could not remember 
which is which" and everything in her eyes becomes glowing and gorgeous. "This 
recall of the past as the immediate present," according to Stamm, "forms an integral 
part of Miriam's most profound musical experience." (133) "In such moments of 
intense listening when" Miriam is "breathing the atmosphere of music," (Ibid) music 
removes also the spatial divide and blurs the present German "schoolroom" with the 
past English Devonshire. Here, music is an agent which bridges, then dissolves, the 
temporal and spatial limits and achieves—in Bronfen's formulation, the 
"intersections and superimposition of temporal and the spatial," (67) what Staley 
called, the "simultaneity between present and past." (125-126) Then, Miriam 
naturally loses count of "which is which" in terms of space, as well as time. 
Word-Music: Imagery and Mood 
In addition to the actual references to music when it is heard (or played) by 
Miriam or others, the other kind of music is achieved by the use of sentential rhythm 
and punctuation, that the rhythm creates a certain mood for the images painted by 
words. A revealing illustration of this kind of music can be found in the long, last 
paragraph of the first Chapter of Revolving Lights. Wandering in central London at 
night, Miriam sees 
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The long wide street was now all even light, a fused misty gold, broken close at 
hand by the opening of a dark byway. ...Lamplight fell upon the sheeny slopes 
of her[a old woman] shawl and tattered skirt. Familiar. Forgotten. The last, 
hidden truth of London, spoiling the night...Underneath the forward-falling 
crushed old bonnet shone the lower half of a bare scalp...reddish...wartlike 
knob...Unimaginable horro r quietly there. Revealed. Welcome. ...The street 
was opening out to a circus. Across its broken lights moved the forms of people, 
confidently, in the approved open pattern of life; and she must go on, uselessly, 
unravelled; bearing a semblance that was nothing but a screen set up, hiding 
what she was in the depths of her being. (RL 288-289) 
In this dense block of text, the rhythm of the sentence follows the cinematic flow of 
the images, and they collaborate to create the mood of the scene. The first few 
sentences with uneven clause-length (from four words to twelve words: "a fused 
misty gold" to "Lamplight fell upon the sheeny slopes of her [an old woman's] shawl 
and tattered skirt") set the murky scene with slow and steady rhythm. Yet, when the 
focus of the narration falls on the overall image, or Miriam's overall impression of 
the old woman, the rhythm suddenly gets interrupted with a pause, when two one 
word sentences ("Familiar." "Forgotten.") first hasten, then hang up the flow of 
sentences and images. The pause here pushes readers to ask what is familiar or what 
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has been forgotten. Yet, at this point, the interrupted rhythm matches the mysterious 
image, that the pause signifies the point of pondering. Following this interruption, 
come two sentences with ellipses and again with one word sentence. (From "The 
last" to "Welcome") The ellipses themselves suspend and mystify the signifying 
process and the naming of the concrete feelings and thoughts that intensify the 
atmosphere (in this instance, what is the horror that is being mentioned? Aging? 
Death?) built in the previous lines. The one word sentences here, "Revealed" and 
"Welcome" are ambiguous, since there are no clues to what is being "revealed," or 
what or who is being welcomed. (Is that the horror just mentioned that is "revealed" 
or "welcomed"?) 
In the sentences discussed so far, there are four to five lines before the 
appearance of the one word sentence. In this way, the rhythm is consistent with the 
mysterious images and creepy moods created so far, i.e., the rhythm goes in the 
pattern like: slow, fast; descriptions, questions. In the long five-line sentence starting 
with "Across" until the end, there are alternate long and short clauses with 
semi-colon and commas that form a long, run-on sentence. Yet, with different 
sentence patterns, (with one-word sentence and eleven words clause) the flow of 
images (people, broken lights, open road) and thoughts ("she must go on, hiding 
what she was in the depths of her being") are quickened. With the image of an open 
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road, it is shown that Miriam has to go on with her life, head towards an open future 
although she has to hide what "was in the depths of her being." In this last sentence 
(which is a comparatively long ten words clause), the rhythm again matches with the 
mood, in which they are both moving forward towards something, rather than being 
stuck in-between darkness and light that is similar to that of stasis. 
By this word-by-word linguistic analysis of the rhythm/flow of the sentences, in 
which the language flows and matches with images and evokes a certain mood, 
words can be "semantic and musical" with the "emergence and submersion of the 
images." (Kronegger 74) The rhythm and flow of the sentences, together with the 
use of punctuation, avoid "any break in the organic and fluid growth of 
images."(Kronegger 76) In this way, the semantic words with their rhythmic flow do 
acquire musical quality. In this musical state when music and words interpenetrate 
into one another, it reflects "coloration," connotes "mood" or "nuance." (Kronegger 
82) By this use of word-music, music can be considered as "the shape of [Miriam's] 
nonverbal emotion," (Stamm 123) and "the hint to her unconscious and non logical 
feelings that can't be linguistically named." (Bronfen 104) 
Concluding Remarks on Music in Pilgrimage 
To hear her is a Tune. Emily Dickinson 
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There would certainly be music in heaven; but no books. Dorothy Richardson 
Nietzsche, in a letter to Pewter Gast, Jan. 15, 1888，wrote that "Life without 
music is simply a mistake, a hardship, an exile." (Higgins, 669) From how music 
brings ecstasy and escape to Miriam, how it blurs the temporal-spatial divide and 
makes possible the mental-emotional journey, it will not be an exaggeration to fit this 
line from Nietzsche to a music lover like Miriam. When readers "hear her (Miriam) 
as a tune," Music in Pilgrimage "can be read as an extended voice delivering a 
message from the player to Miriam...from the narrator to the reader." (Stamm 122) 
When listening to music from various players, Miriam hears the voice from her 
childhood that transports her to the state of ecstasy and she escapes from her 
immediate reality; the melody of freedom from violin and the voice of an 
independent woman from bells. During the reading process, the narrator's (the 
character's) voice heard in crafted sentential rhythm also delivers to readers "a 
message," through the scenes built similar to that of a speaking picture. From the 
discussion in this section, it would be helpful to bring in what Stamm states when he 
begins to write about music in Pilgrimage. Stamm, quoting Sloboda, believes that 
the prime feature of music is its ability to evoke a rich and varied range of 
feeling and emotions: "somehow the human mind endows these sounds with 
significance. They become symbols for something other than pure sound." It is 
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this mental process of appropriation, the transformation of 'objective' sounds to 
'subjective' feelings with personal significance that lies at the core of the most 
important musical scenes in Pilgrimage. 
(122) 
This statement, which indicates music's ability to "evoke a rich and varied range of 
feeling and emotions" and to transform the "objective" sounds to "subjective 
feelings," shows how music itself is a part of the text that could, and should be read, 
or even "heard" in the interpretation of Pilgrimage. With Miriam's faith in music 
displayed through dissecting the prominent roles it perform in Pilgrimage, 
Richardson's seemingly idiosyncratic statement on the sole existence of music above 
books in heaven might well be explained. 
II. Reading Pilgrimage: An Active. Creative, Innovative Experiment 
Interpret To know her an Intemperance 
As innocent as June To know her not — Affliction Emily Dickinson 
Interpretation was the crucial factor. John Rewald 
But whatever the means by which the reader's collaboration is secured, a literary 
work, for reader and writer alike, remains essentially an adventure of the stable 
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contemplative human consciousness. Dorothy Richardson 
Detail and Reading 
Pilgrimage is a narrative extending over two thousand pages, with an innovative 
nature, idiosyncratic form and impressionist shapelessness. When facing this unique 
piece of narrative, the conventional reading codes might no longer apply. Therefore, 
ideas like "Personal Interpretation" from readers themselves, "Collaboration" and 
"adventure" between the characters and its readers would be helpful for them in 
approaching this new text. This mindset is useful first in managing the details in 
Pilgrimage. The details in Pilgrimage, however, do not provide a "conducted tour" 
for readers to follow (Watts 11). Time and again, their seemingly irrelevant presence 
taunts its readers, since the challenge upon them to remember every single piece of 
detail is too demanding. Katharine Mansfield once criticised Richardson's use 
(over-use) of detail, saying that "nothing is important when everything is important." 
(Stamm 150) Jean Radford comments that "to read Pilgrimage is to enter into a mass 
of detail, descriptive detail whose relevance to story, characterization or theme is 
rarely made explicit." (17) While the typical century Victorian novels deploy 
detail for various literary functions (such functions as for plot, characterization, 
symbolism), readers cannot tell exactly for what these details are used in Pilgrimage. 
One of these examples is the detailed physical descriptions of people's face, body 
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and clothes: "the blush risen to Marian's cheek...she raised a hand to the knot of 
ribbon nowadays confining, at the nape of her slender neck, the barley-gold hair so 
delicately, in profile, clasping the outline of her head." (MM 582) Another one can 
be the description of Emma Bergmann in Pointed Roofs, when she is also playing 
piano, and the old woman's clothes in Revolving Lights discussed earlier on. 
Since there is no one there to tell "readers what to admire and or deplore," 
readers are asked to seek the significance, functions and potential of these 
descriptions for themselves by making "her print-bound journey...alone with 
Miriam." (Raford 12) This is what Richardson herself called the creative 
collaboration. This challenging invitation extended to readers comes with reasons. 
By drawing readers into the meaning-making process, there will be multiple readings 
from various readers, and it is in this way that the power of authorial meaning 
declines. Therefore, the process of resolving the texts is delayed or impeded, and the 
development of the whole is forced to slow down. This resistance to closure, the 
tantalizing deferral of finality, are what Richardson believes the way novels should 
be.5 More than this resistance against definite reading, Felber suggests that the details 
are there to build "suggestive evocations, not [to give] explanations." (106) In 
"suggestions" and "evocations," more possibilities are added to the potential 
meaning(s) of the text, and they are there "to open it [the meaning of the text] out, to 
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set it going, so that readers may be stimulated, or provoked, to produce their own 
reading.” (Radford 4) When readers work out their understanding of the text with the 
author, the hermeneutic space generated through their interactions can then be called 
a dynamic field, where collaborative reading lively takes place. 
Narratology and Reading: Point of View and Voice 
The reading of the text is not only affected by the use of detail, it is also shaped 
by the narratology of the text. As previously discussed, Pilgrimage has only one 
narrative voice, one perspective, that is the voice of the character-narrator, Miriam. 
The entire narrative has its source from and focus on the fleeting-flowing 
consciousness of the heroine through deploying the stream-of-consciousness 
narrative/interior monologue. In this way, readers tunnel through Miriam's mind, see 
her images, and she gives readers all that she knows from the words on the page. 
When the character is the only narrator of the text, there is no other lens through 
which readers can access Miriam's world, and there will be no additional, more 
knowing or informative perspective that readers can take to approach the narrative 
less subjectively. One of the more knowledgeable perspectives is the omni-potent 
authorial presence, but it is absent in Pilgrimage. In this case, "all traces of the 
authoritative author have been eliminated," "there is no narrator's voice telling the 
reader what to read or dig from the narrative" and there is no one "to lay down the 
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law." (Radford 14，16) To compound the situation, the shifting first and third, even 
occasionally second-person (The Tunnel 20) narration again provides its readers with 
more possibilities or confusions during their reading. When all these devices work 
together in the composition of the text, no one can have the final word on the 
credibility of the single yet shifting voice of the character-narrator. Given these 
narrative features of the text, what its readers can know is very much limited. At this 
point, who its readers can rely on or resort to, is "the reader's own 'egotistical self.'" 
(Hanscombe 51) This reading strategy that readers become a part of the 
meaning-making process (rather than meaning-finding) is not only a helpful way for 
them to get through this sea of narrative, it is also the ideal situation for diluting the 
damned egoistic self of Miriam. This diluting process enabled through the 
participation of readers is necessary according to Hanscombe. She considers "the 
reader's individual self-consciousness must provide that counter-balance to Miriam's 
sense of reality to which the author appeals." (51) In this case, reader's active 
participation in the interpretation of the text is essential ("must"), more than just 
being helpful. 
Interrelation/Inter-related Plotline(s) and Reading 
Richardson herself once said that each volume of Pilgrimage can be read as an 
independent unity, but also as a part of a long novel-sequence (Bluemel 219). While 
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viewing the entire thirteen volumes as a whole, this perspective would be 
illuminating. Again, this perspective is helpful when readers handle the relations 
between every volume and other volumes. That is to say, each volume can be read 
independently, but it can also be read in relation to other volumes. What is implied 
here is that there are interrelations between the novels, and it would be for reader's 
benefits to recognize and establish their connections for a more comprehensive, if 
not a more coherent understanding of this meandering narrative. For Bronfen, this 
demanding effort is again, a "must" in the appreciation of Pilgrimage. She suggests 
readers must 
recognize the links between them (each volumes) and must at the same time 
establish the relations between Miriam's questions, comments and memories in 
order to grasp both the meaning of individual descriptions and the overall 
explanation which emerges in the simultaneous collation of events. 
(212) 
The simultaneous collection of events has already been discussed. (For example, the 
discussion on music in Pointed Roofs/the presence of Jean in March Moonlight). In 
those cases, the past is clearly brought to the surface of the text (the present), and 
readers know exactly what Miriam is seeing in her mind and how she loses herself in 
the past in her present state. Yet, in Chapter 7 of The Tunnel the simultaneous 
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presence of, or the relation between the past and present is far less obvious. In this 
enigmatically short chapter with less than twenty lines filled with question marks, 
ellipses, short sentences and so many "I"s, Miriam actually hints at the suicide of her 
mother that occurs in the previous volume (Honeycomb).^ Yet, the only signs readers 
can get are the sudden and elusive "her" in the first line, the "it" and the 
"something." The "her" here refers to Miriam's mother; the "it" is the suicide of her 
mother; the "Teetgen's Teas" and the "something" are the "maddening" shadow of 
her mother's suicide. Here, Richardson on the one hand weaves in crucial 
information from the past into Miriam's present; on the other hand, the disclosure is 
incomplete, fragmentary and "some details are never revealed一for example...the 
details of her suicide." (Felber 105) The weight of this past event can be discerned 
from how it affects the layout (short one paragraph chapter), language style (that 
resembles the language style which the actual event takes place) and structure (an 
unexpected pause of the plot) of a chapter in the following volume. 
Though the close interrelation is subtly built, the impact is so stunning that the 
entire flow of the chapter, even volume is interrupted by its echoes with other 
volume. This interrelating nature between the volumes has its impact on the reading 
of Pilgrimage, that the conventional linear reading, which follows the teleological 
forward movement of events cannot be applied here. (Since the crucial past event is 
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recounted incompletely at the narrative present, with details never revealed fully.) 
Utilizing the concept of "retroactive impact" from Irigary, Felber proposes that "we 
need to proceed in such a way that linear reading is no longer possible" and in this 
way, the text demonstrates the “structures of horizontality and verticality that are at 
work in language.”（105，quoting Irigary) This kind of non-linear reading which 
results from the "vertical" and "horizontal" interrelations between the texts is again, 
a challenge to the reading habit of its readers. This reading approach demands extra 
patience from its readers, since they would have to endure the fact that their curiosity 
cannot be satisfied and questions remained unanswered at the very end. 
Plot development in Pilgrimage also has its role in affecting the reading of this 
narrative. When making comments on this regard, Felber describes Pilgrimage as 
having a "vertical narrative that defies the conventional narrative...with no 
progression yet expansion, dissolution and repetition." (101) When looking at 
Pilgrimage in its entirety, Felber argues that there is no forward movement at all. 
From the first patch of "March twilight" in Pointed Roofs to the title of the last 
volume, March Moonlight, the narrative ends where it first starts (99). The only 
sense of ending readers can find in the entire text is the borderland of the end of 
"human lives," but not the "narrative life." In Revolving Lights when Miriam stands 
outside a hospital (a passage previously discussed), she contemplates death. Yet, for 
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Miriam, the image of death is not the ultimate end. When facing this sense of ending, 
what she sees is the crossing of the borders into a world where there is only light. By 
displaying thoughts like this, Bluemel considers that Richardson "locates 
[Pilgrimage's] meaning in the imagined experience of trying to cross over from one 
condition to another." (165) This crossing between the physical, psychic and 
temporal borderlands has its effect on the reading of the text, where "the meaning of 
reading itself arises from and returns to the means and middles, rather than ends, of 
narrative.，’ (Ibid) When a narrative always returns to its "means" and "middles," it 
progresses in circles, rather than straight lines. In this case, the material is arranged 
in a 
circular rather than linear."configuration, then its central point, from which 
attempts at discovery radiate and to which they return.... There is, in other 
words, a central point rather than a starting point: there is expansion and 
dissolution, but not development: and there is reiteration, but not a deductively 
reasoned conclusion. (27) 
If readers cannot forget the conventional ways of reading and try to understand, or 
appreciate this circular movement, this design of Pilgrimage "will compel [readers] 
to return to the narrative's beginnings and middles in order to rediscover its inviting, 
proliferating meanings." (Bluemel, 167) In other words, the reading of Pilgrimage 
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takes multiple tracks: the reader can take more than one point as the entry point, if 
not the starting point of this "circular text," with past events keep on returning to and 
recounting the narrative e present. Actually, this is again how Richardson herself 
believes her novels should be read. In Carol Watts's understanding, Richardson takes 
Miriam's way of reading Proust' as similar to the way Pilgrimage should be read: 
"Her novel could be picked up and read arbitrarily from one point to another." (Watts 
10) 
Genre and Reading 
If content and narratology, plot and structure concern only "within" the textual 
body itself, it would be comprehensive to also include an analysis on how the 
generic nature of Pilgrimage (which touches upon the nature of the writing itself, 
"without" the narrative) affects the reading of the text. This issue has been discussed 
by various writers and scholars, even from Woolf. While commenting on Revolving 
Lights, Woolf said that Richardson's writing is "capable of enveloping the vaguest 
shape." (Hanscombe, The Novvle ("Novvle" is term used by this critic in a book) 10) 
With this "vaguest" shape, the identity of the text (that is, the generic family within 
which the text should belong) then also becomes "vague." Carol Watts echoes Woolf 
in saying that "in generic terms her narrative was also difficult to situate." (12) 
(Since Pilgrimage has been variously regarded as autobiography, Buildungsroman, 
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journal or other genres, but no generic family could claim its total parentage.) When 
"genre is a kind of contract between the artist and the consumer, an agreement that 
certain means will be employed in the pursuit of specific aesthetic pleasure," 
(Albright 37) it binds (by contract, thus mutually agreed) reader's expectations on 
how the narrative should be governed and how it should be read. A vague and 
problematic generic identity changes the expectations and reading habits of its reader, 
and then challenges the reader's capacity to read in a non-conventional/law-breaking 
manner. Rachel Blau DuPlessis argues that Pilgrimage, with an open, unending end 
and shapeless-shapeliness, defies the conventional Buildungsroman type when the 
narrative ends with a kind of Liminality一"constant transition that does not 
crystallize into any "state" (married or single, male or female, one opinion versus 
another)一ends gender scripts by dissolving alternative, polarized, either/or 
possibilities into infinite potentiality." (150) It is true that when readers return to the 
ending of March Moonlight, they find different potential endings for Miriam, not as 
what the prescribed generic closure of Buildungsroman as marriage, death and death 
in marriage. 
Earlier critics in the 70，s were inclined to read Pilgrimage as a piece of 
autobiography given the writing is indeed, highly autobiography, as demonstrated by 
Thomas Staley and Horace Gregory. In Gregory's case, he even named the heroine 
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"Miriam-Richardson." Yet, with noticeable difference(s) between the life of Miriam 
and Richardson herself, (such as Richardon's marriage with Alan Odle in real life), 
this autobiographical reading ceased to be critically important since the 90's7 In the 
mid 90，s, Felber, drew on "all features that may contribute to the definition of a 
n 
particular genre" and argued that Pilgrimage is a roman-fleuve (11) However, this 
sub-genre with its innate feminist/feminine character differs from the Novel, and the 
most significant break with "the Novel" is again, on reading. Wolfgang Iser remarks 
that while reading the roman-fleuve, "the reader is forced by the pauses imposed on 
him to imagine more than he could have done...this is principally because it 
introduces additional gaps..." (Felber 12) According to Iser, readers are again left to 
"imagine" the development caused by the presence of narrative gaps, and "the longer 
the novel，the more significant the imaginative activity." (Ibid) With the gaps that 
prevail in the narrative and Pilgrimage's excessive length, the imaginative activity 
that is required to complete the reading is enormous. Thus, when the text is open to 
the imagination of its readers, the binds of traditional reading (with the presence of 
plot; the pursuit of ending or resolution as the closure of the text, according to the 
Novel tradition) are then undermined. 
From the above analysis, it is clear that even when Pilgrimage is put into one 
literary family, this child is by nature, rebellious. Its most rebellious trait resides in 
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its Structure and ending, hence the reading of the text. Handling its unique generic 
features during the reading of the text, Woolf's notion of "intergeneric novel" 
would be illuminating to lead readers through. The "intergeneric novel" "fuses 
poetry, prose and drama together"; it is "the psychological novel with the incessant, 
the remorseless analysis." (DuPlessis 163) To take this notion further, Pilgrimage 
could then be seen as a piece of "intergeneric novel" when multiple features of 
different genres are inter-fused in one piece of writing, which depends heavily on the 
depiction of feminine psychology. In this case, there will be no 
conventional/authorial reading pattern which could dictate its reading. Thus, readers 
would have to conduct an "experimental reading" for an "experimental text." 
III. Concluding Remarks 
From the use of detail to narratology, its plot structure to generic features, 
all these aspects of Pilgrimage lead readers to read the text in their own terms and 
arrive at their own interpretation(s) of the text, since the reading conventions (such 
as reading according to linear, teleological development, or the boundaries set by 
particular genre) they have got used to cannot have their validity in this reading. 
Therefore, in reading the text, readers are actually writing their own texts according 
to different contemplative selves, both theirs and the narrator's/character's. In 
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Bluemel ’s words, this 
contemplative consciousness is...the sole link between reader and writer一and 
it is their consciousness which transforms the text into the scene of a dynamic 
encounter between two subjects, an encounter which also leads to the creation 
of a new text, the reader's thoughtful recreation of the text in the image of his or 
her own ideas. (219) 
Here, it would be helpful to conclude this section on reading, by citing Henry 
Miller's experience of reading Kunt Hamsun's Mysteries (1892). During the reading 
process. Miller says that he always feels he is reading another version of his life. In 
other words, it is by putting himself into Hamsun's narrative world that Miller's 
reading experience of Kunt Hamsun's Mysteries is formed. Putting Bronfen and 
Miller's comments together, it is obvious that the lines dividing the constituents 
within (the textual elements) and without (the contextual elements) the narrative is 
erased. This is to say, the boundaries between the fictional world of the characters 
and the realist, contextual world of readers are blurred. Readers in the latter world 
find their counterparts in the former world, that the reading of character's lives 
becomes the reading of their own lives. This is how collaborative, innovative reading 
is at its best. On top of this fusion of consciousness, is the creation of meaning. 
Reading Pilgrimage is like reading poetry, whose meaning cannot be pinned down 
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once and for all. It will change with the consciousness of its readers, since the text is 
in the state of perpetual becoming. With such mobility and fluidity, any reading of 
the text is always potentially determined by the changing consciousness of readers. 
This suspension of end-probing and the direct contact between the author and readers 
during the process of reading is definitely experimental in the literary context of 
Pilgrimage. Without reading, or knowing Pilgrimage in this creative, innovative 
manner, the narrative which shows signs of "Intemperance" would certainly inflict 
upon its readers annoying "afflictions." Yet, this experimental character of the 
narrative is just the "innocent" innovation of Richardson, rather than the proof of her 
incompetence. 
To return to the topic of music, one could say that listening to music involves 
the sense of hearing; reading any text involves the sense of sight. In the appreciation 
of Pilgrimage, these two major sensory functions are therefore crucial. Also, as noted, 
music is another voice/language of Miriam's self-expression, and the prominent role 
of the ‘Self’ is again, an important constituent of literary impressionism framed 
earlier on. Moreover, sense/sensation (in the case of music, the sense of hearing) is 
yet another element that constitutes literary impressionism. So, logically speaking, 
with its roles played in the reading of the text and the making-up of literary 
impressionism (self and senses), music is an extremely important element in 
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Pilgrimage, since it is not only an art in itself, but an art that is inherently fused with 
another art, i.e., literature. More than that, music bonds with varieties of issues 
central to Pilgrimage. Impressionism, identity, and the text's hermeneutic are just 
parts of the never-ending whole. During the process of either listening or reading the 
text, reader's contemplative selves are also summoned to become a part of the 
meaning-making mechanism. Here, in the hermeneutic process of decoding 
Pilgrimage, two selves (Miriam's and the reader's selves) are working 
simultaneously. The collaboration of different senses and selves are not only vital in 
the appreciation and interpretation of the text's boundless meaning. In the next 
chapter, the thesis will argue that the idea of artistic and sensuous collaboration is the 
indispensable key that contributes to the overall aesthetic value of the text. 
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Note to Chapter Two 
'Musica mundana - music of the spheres/world; Musica humana - harmony of 
human body and spiritual harmony and Musica instrumentalis - instrumental music, 
(including the human voice) 
2 Hanscombe Gillian E. "Richardson Versus the Novvle," Breaking the Sequence: 
Women's Experimental Fiction, pp. 92 
Language is a very partial medium of expression, poetry indirectly more direct. 
Music still more so...In their hierarchy of being, the my sties... the best of them, 
stand on a 'higher' and 'deeper' or further rung. 
^Bronfen Elizabeth, Dorothy Richardson's Art of Memory, Space and Identity (1999) 
In pp. 40 and pp. 181, Bronfen talks about how music affects or changes Miriam's 
perception of her surrounding, reality, own Identity, psyche or psychology. The 
changes are often uplifting, positive and elevating. 
In pp. 180，Bronfen talks about music and ecstasy, how music fuses temporalities, 
enables escapement from reality. 
4ln Pointed Roofs, Miriam frankly expresses her despise, distrust and detachment 
from the notion of God and any strict religious beliefs. Her atheist attitude at the very 
beginning of the entire novel-sequence already signals her "rebellious," if not 
"independent" mind. Here, after gaining her independence, she is then capable of 
throwing away her burdened past and renounces the old beliefs which she has been 
distrusting since her girlhood. In this instance, these unwanted burdens are 
symbolized by the Anglican Church. 
^Richardson once expressed her view on the closure and fixity of meaning: 
What one as assured were the essentials seemed to be secondary to something I 
could not then define, and the curtain dropping finalities entirely false to experience. 
(Sandra Kemp. "But how describe a world seen without a self?' Feminism, fiction 
and modernism," 1990) 
^Chapter 7，The Tunnel, pp. 136 This short chapter is less then twenty lines long in 
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1979 Virago Edition. 
Why must I always think of her in this place?...It is always worst just along here 
here....Why do I always foget there's this piece...always be hurrying along 
seeing nothing and then, suddenly, Teetgen's Teas and this row of shops? I can't 
bear it. I don't know what it is. It's always the same. I always feel the same. It is 
sending me mad. One day it will be worse. If it gets any worse I shall be mad. 
Just here. Certainly. Something is wearing me out. I am meant to go mad. If not, 
I should not always be coming along this piece without knowing it, whichever 
street I take. Other people would know the streets apart. I don't know where this 
bit is or how I get to it. I come every day because I am meant to go mad here. 
Something that knows brings me here and is making me go mad because I am 
myself and nothing changes me. 
7As shown by Joanne Winning's PhD thesis 1996，the autobiographical approach in 
reading Pilgrimage has ceased to be critically important in the Richardson 
scholarship, when Winning shifts her focus to the social-contextual aspect in the 
analysis of Pilgrimage. 
^Felber, Chapter one of her Gender and Genre in Novels without End (1995) defines 
the genre of Roman-Fleuve in association with contemporary French Feminism and 
French narrative tradition. She argues that this sub-genre is inherently rebellious 
against the writing and reading tradition of The Novel. In her later analysis of 
Pilgrimage, she also defines Pilgrimage as "Roman-Fleuve" according to the 
rebellions it launches against the tradition. 
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Ch 3 Consonance 
For a long time, most students of artistic projects involving several media have been 
contrapuntalists, tracing horizontal lines of development...this horizontal approach 
has often been successful...[but they have not tried] a more vertical treatment. 
Perhaps there are chords in which one element is a musical note, another element is a 
word, and a third element is a picture~chords that compose themselves out of 
different layers of sensuous reality. Daniel Albright 
I am always watching and listening and feeling. Dorothy Richardson 
The smell of so many smells at once. Virginia Woolf 
As discussed in the Introduction of this thesis, the term consonance is what 
Daniel Albright utilizes to discuss the collaboration among and boundaries of 
different arts. According to Albright, this term consists of several elements. It is the 
vertical assemblage or phenomena of various arts and senses sounding together, to 
strike a total artistic and sensuous effect. In this total effect, "time touches space, 
music acquires semantic weight", and a work of art becomes "a chord vibrating 
between media, abolishing the distinctness of media." (Introduction, this thesis) 
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In applying this abstract notion of consonance, there are several elements/gists to 
take note of. They include the engagement of senses in the quest of meaning ("as 
different layers of sensuous reality，，)，the crossing of Lessing's temporal-spatial 
divide ("time touches space"), and to understand art as "vertical aesthetic units." 
(Albright 7) In this case, the artistic products achieve a kind of "total effect" through 
the working together of different arts. After the previous discussions on Pilgrimage's 
impressionist quality and music, a discussion on consonance would be apropos. 
When language and imagery meet, when senses join, when "the indefinite joins the 
definite，” then "words both paint and sing at the same time." (Krongger 82) 
I. Senses and the Quest of Meaning 
The sensory impressions on Miriam's mind are "complete in every detail, with 
nothing taken away . . . and nothing added. This is a rare and interesting gift." 
(Stamm 215) This precise description of Miriam comes from Richardson's fellow 
modernist, Katherine Mansfield. "All the olfactory, visual, and aural impressions of 
one moment flow together and form a synthesis of sense perceptions." (Krongger 82) 
This "synthetic" analysis comes from the contemporary artistic critic, Maria 
Krongger. What links up these two disparate quotes, is their common light that sheds 
on sensory impressions, with Mansfield's comments describing how "complete" 
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Richardson's record of impressions can be, and Kronegger showing how they work 
together in texts. In Stamm's formulation, at the best moments of sensory perception, 
Miriam "turns from objective world to subjective experience." (213) These moments 
are abundant throughout the text and an illuminating illustration of this active state 
can be the one analyzed earlier on, the episode when Miriam listens to music during 
the Vorspielen in Pointed Roofs. While listening to the melodies of Chopin played, 
Miriam turns her "objective world" of the cool and damp German schoolroom into 
her "subjective experience" of spring-like English garden scene. 
In another instance in Revolving Lights, it is through Miriam's senses that 
readers also sense that "she was transformed already." (RL 336) Following Miriam's 
break-up with Shatov, she goes to spend a holiday with Hypo and Alma in their 
country house. When Miriam retreats into her room, her feels herself healed so 
completely, that "it would be impossible to convince any one that she was a tired 
Londoner." (Ibid) At this moment of transformation, Miriam hears the "sounds 
circling] about her instead of coming faintly up"(Ibid); feels "the little old 
washed-out muslin blouse flatly defining her shoulders and arms, pouched softly 
above the pale-grey skirt"; sees the colours "just warming it," and the "tangled 
depths" of the iris "so warm"; sees and feels "in the bright light there was a web, 
thorny golden brown," "she was goldy-brown person, not cold grey," "a number of 
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Strange live colours, warmly asserting themselves; independently." (RL 337) The 
senses involved here include the sense of sight, touch and hearing, and the majority 
of them are hinting at a positive psychic state through the words like "goldy," 
"warm" and "bright," "softly"; the sounds Miriam hears are not weak or faint, but 
constant and circular. Then, what is assertive and independent is "her unknown self. 
The self she was meant to be, living in that bright, goldy-brown filbert grey." (RL 
337) At this sensuous moment, readers see Miriam's "blend of objective and 
subjective in senses" (Stamm 216) and in this case, her sense of independence from 
man, with her surrounding perceived through and represented by senses. 
Similar to the instance in Pointed Roofs that music blurs the boundaries 
between the past and the present, there is a moment in March Moonlight that all 
senses work together to transport Miriam to and fro different dimensions of time and 
space, and enriches her mental journey. In Sally's place, she hears the family concert 
in her own room, though "muted by the slammed door." (MM 594) In Miriam's ears, 
she still hears "the cadences of the waltz-song," and feels “the startling, living glow, 
spontaneous" rising "heavenwards from the depths of her being." (Ibid) While 
listening, feeling and "yielding to self-revelation and to the joy of inspiration," 
Miriam is again transported to her past with Jean. At this moment of recalling a 
summer's day she spends with her beloved one, Miriam feels "a warm and 
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comfortable blush" in her face in the "mildness" of that day. In her mind, all the 
images she sees are "awake and glow and begin chirruping once against the other," 
"all [with their] first clarity." (MM 595) With the sense of seeing, feeling and 
listening all working, Miriam, who is "always watching and listening and feeling," 
reaches out to her cherished memories, and confesses how she feels now with the 
treasured, sensuous past. Though Miriam loves Jean dearly, she has a deeper and 
sharper perception of her reality when she yields to solitude and loneliness. When 
Miriam is all alone in her solitude, she perceives "clearer depths of perception than 
the united contemplations." (Ibid) In this solitary state, Miriam's deeper perception 
does bring "assurance" to her. (Ibid) Yet, this soberness leaves her a light sense of 
pity, because Miriam sees "so many vistas to vanish unexplored" (Ibid) and when 
she feels this sense of pity, she is again taken back to her reality, sighing for her 
unfulfilled exploration with her precious one. This ending line is itself very 
cinematic, in the sense that it resembles a steady long shot of a horizon far beyond, 
trying to reach far yet being held back and stopped. In this episode, the sensory 
perceptions and descriptions first bring her out of her reality (through the waltz 
music), then concretize what she sees and hears in her flash-back.(through the word 
"chirruping") Eventually, by describing what Miriam sees and feels, readers know 
that she has returned to her present reality. In this episode, sensory perceptions and 
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descriptions achieve the effect as the "interior fuses with exterior; perception and 
imagination." (Stamm 215) In this instance, sensuous stimuli perceived "are more 
than themselves" (Stamm 216); they are integral constituents in Miriam's perception 
of her reality and its expression. 
II. Crossing the Boundaries: the Spatial in the Temporal 
As quoted earlier on, Albright states that "vertical phenomena" occur "where 
time touches space and music acquires semantic weigh." (Albright, Word and Music 
Studies 79) Here, the line "where time touches space," I would argue, is actually 
referring to the state of any temporal art that touches the border of spatiality and 
becomes spatial, thus the boundary between the temporal and the spatial is then 
erased. Literature, according to Lessing, is a kind of temporal art. Nevertheless, in 
Kestner and Bronfen's formulation, when the text achieves any of the 
following—atemporality, reversibility and simultaneity~the literary text can then be 
considered as "spatial." In the case of Pilgrimage, this temporal work of art 
(literature) does posses spatiality and it is manifested in various ways. 
Plot Structure, Narration, and Spatiality 
The plot structure and narration in the text achieve spatiality through being 
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atemporal. Kestner, while quoting from Tolstoy's drafts of his War and Peace, 
indicates that this renowned Russian writer achieved "timelessness" with "narrative 
not yet written," or "narrative constructed atemporally," or with the narrative that 
goes with no ending, finish and climax. (Kesnter 43) The former two features have 
been extensively discussed in this thesis, and the latter one invites more discussion. 
Blake comments on this point as readers "cannot speak of the climax or climatic 
episode in Pilgrimage: its content is not conceived in terms of a dramatic 
development of successive actions." (Blake 56) Without the climax which charts the 
narrative development and time, there will be no structural and temporal axis, or 
critical reversal/recognition that readers can follow until the final resolution of the 
text. This absence of climax blocks the entire forward movement of the narrative and 
thereby subverts the temporal flow of the narrative. As the ending comes, the last dot 
of the question mark or the end point when Miriam asks the question is actually, a 
beginning point rather than an end point. Andre Gide's insight would help to endorse 
this "ending in point," that "no point is more a beginning than an ending, more 
centrifugal then centripetal." (Kestner 38) With an ending at a centrifugal point, the 
narrative will have the dynamic to move away from a definite and perpetual end. 
This continuous dynamics will again shun away the temporal restrictions imposed by 
the traditional Novel convention. 
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Its narration again plays a part in building the spatiality of the text by achieving 
atemporality. Explicating Genette and Joseph Frank, Bronfen points out that the 
spatiality lies in the non-linear narrative and multiplicity of text. (196) That is, the 
internal relations between different texts, as shown between Honeycomb and The 
Tunnel; and the superimposition of texts in March Moonlight--the remembrance of 
Jean, their special friendship and their relationships with the Bishop. Another feature 
that interrupts the temporal flow of the narrative and reading is, in my opinion, 
question asking. With the presence of questions, the narrative is suspended since the 
action is not moving ahead, and readers have to stop and follow the question(s) 
asked. It is also in this last volume that the question asking has become more intense 
and frequent. 1 Through asking these questions, Miriam demonstrates her more 
matured and sophisticated perceptions and understanding of her life and the world 
around her. From the mere passive receiver of sensations and stimuli in earlier 
volumes, say in Pointed Roofs, Miriam evolves into a woman who criticises, 
contemplates and writes in March Moonlight. As Staley comments on this point, he 
considers that “in the first three parts of Pilgrimage, most of Miriam's sensory 
experiences are merely accepted and enjoyed; but, as her mind becomes more aware 
of things beyond her senses, her reflections assume an increasingly intellectual 
character." (63) The level of intellectuality is totally different in the later volumes 
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than the earlier ones. 
In addition to question asking which suspends the thoughts of the heroine and 
her readers, the major vehicle that drives the narrative, the Stream-of-Consciousness, 
or the interior monologue is again, spatial. Consciousness is viewed by Richardson 
herself in "spatial term rather than in terms of time.” (Staley 50) Kestner also notes 
that interior monologue is “situated outside time." (52) Both critics agree that this 
form of narration is by nature, spatial. With the entire narrative rendered in this 
manner, the text is inherently spatial. Moreover, simultaneity of the text is achieved 
through the use of multiple senses which brings the past into the narrative present, 
then bridges the temporal gap between them, thereby simultaneously presenting 
them both in the present. (Bronfen 197) The episodes on music in Pointed Roofs and 
Revolving Lights analyzed earlier on are demonstrative examples in illustrating how 
listening to music, that is, the sense of hearing that brings about the 
mental/emotional transport between the past and the present, and turns the 
remembered past into Miriam's concretely sensed present. In these Proustian 
instances/moments when the senses link up the past and (as) the present, Miriam 
often sees，hears, feels, even tastes this simultaneity of temporalities; "fill the 
instant[s] of life with kaleidoscope of exotic colours and odours, sounds and 
perfumes," thus melting away the temporal distance through sensuous recalling. 
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(Kronrgger 55) In Kestern's reading, this Mannian psychological time has nothing to 
do with the chronological time，since there is no absolute time, only "relative 
time...subsumed within space." (150) 
III. Reading and Consonance 
The topic of Reading the Pilgrimage has been analyzed earlier on, and the 
innovative, non-linear and collaborative reading is necessary for this text because of 
its narratology, content material, plot and structure, form and genre. In addition, this 
Reading strategy of Pilgrimage can be considered as spatial. The first type of 
spatiality the reading style achieves is reversibility, and it is enabled through the 
episodic structure, the independent and inter-related plot. Actually, the reading of 
Pilgrimage is akin to the viewing of the series of Rouen Cathedral 1892 by Monet. In 
Monet's painting, each canvas is an independent portrait of the atmosphere and light 
at a particular moment of the day. Monet, setting tens of canvases around him, 
vigilantly observed the change of these two elements, and seized each turn of light or 
air to fit each of the different canvas. As noted, 
the election of the palette reflects the different shades in which the daily light 
was dyeing the Cathedral facade: form the smooth blues of the morning ...to 
the vivid ochre and golden shades in the soleil pictures...and browns and greys 
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in the cloudy days. •. (the artwolf) 
The result of this series is then a set of twenty independent, yet interrelated 
portrayals of light and air, their dynamics in the course of a day on twenty canvases. 
In this way, viewers can start looking through from any piece of painting, go back 
and forth as they wish. In the case of viewing Pilgrimage, as commented by 
Richardson herself, readers can start randomly from any volumes, or from the first 
volume, since the volumes are independent and interrelated. In this way, the reading 
can be done in a reverse order, thus achieving reversibility. 
Secondly, the reading of Pilgrimage is spatial because of the active, 
participatory and creative role that its readers have to play during the 
meaning-making process. During this process, "the reader may atemporally be the 
character, be [even] the writer/author of his own text, and be an interpreter" of this 
text. (Kestner 139) Given the narrative gaps, elliptical nature and other features of 
Pilgrimage, readers have to engage in "collaboration with the author, independently 
working on "vacant pages," frequently to experience not only emulation but 
"discovery." (Kestner 155, quoting Iser) 
Given Pilgrimage's reversibility, readers can start reading it at any point; when 
readers can join in the text and have different roles to play or positions to occupy, 
Kestner concludes that "spatiality lies in the reader." (155) Therefore, through 
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achieving reversibility and atemporality, the reading of Pilgrimage can be considered 
as spatial. 
IV. Pilgrimage as Vertical Aesthetic Unit 
In Albright's formulation, a "vertical aesthetic unit" refers to an artistic product 
that is composed of more than one art form weaving together, achieving the artistic 
effects of different arts "sounding together," more than the effects that can only be 
produced by one art. In other words, the "vertical unit" is an art made of various arts. 
Viewing Pilgrimage in this light, it is obvious that this piece of literary text achieves 
the state of artistic consonance, with its painterly-writerly impressionist quality and 
the semantic role that music performs. More than the presence of the impressionist 
painting (a kind of spatial art according to Lessing), there are still other styles of 
painting that are present in Pilgrimage: Portrait and Still-life paintings, the latter 
which is defined as 
anything that does not move or is dead. So still life includes all kinds of 
man-made or natural objects, cut flowers, fruit, vegetables, fish, game, wine and 
so on. Still life can be a celebration of material pleasures such as food and wine, 
or often a warning of the ephemerality of these pleasures and of the brevity of 
human life... In modern art simple still life arrangements have often been used 
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as a relatively neutral basis for formal experiment, for example by Paul 
Cezanne and the Cubist painters. (Tate Glossary Online) 
There are plenty of scenes in Pilgrimage that resemble the still-life paintings; a 
notable one, for example, can be found in The Tunnel. The subject is the living room 
of Alma's and Hypo's house, with 
the rows of asbestos balls stood white and bare...The little tea-table, with its 
fresh uncrumpled low-hanging white cover and compact cluster of delicate 
china, stood in full sunshine amidst the comfortable winter shabbiness. The 
decorative confusion on the walls shone richly out of the new bright light. 
(TT 140) 
In a room where "comfortable winter shabbiness" constitutes with "asbestos balls," 
"tea-table" with "white cover" and "delicate china," the room is filled with dead 
objects as the suitable subject matter of still life painting. The feelings these objects 
evoked in Miriam mainly belong to the latter two, since they provoke in her the 
feeling of ephemerality and fragility of time, and of existence itself ("So much life 
would have passed through the room. Every day last week has been full of it, 
everything changed by it, and now, since yesterday, it seemed month ago. It seemed 
too late to begin going down again. One thing blots out another" Ibid), and she 
realizes the sense of futility of human life that she "cannot have more than one thing 
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intensely.” (Ibid) In modern day still life painting, symbolic meaning is not a must, 
(as those from Cezanne, whose still life paintings are just his experiments with form, 
line and colours) and in this still life painting from The Tunnel it would be difficult 
to judge whether the evocations in Miriam's mind are the symbolic meaning of the 
objects presented. However, from the analysis done on Miriam so far, it is evident 
that she is an extremely sensitive, introspective figure, whose feelings are 
spontaneous and delicate in nature. Her feelings and thoughts could be triggered by 
anything she senses. Therefore, what could be read from the scene is that, the 
thoughts that run through her mind, Miriam's still contemplation could well be the 
“symbolic meaning" that viewers can supplement to their reading of this piece of 
still life painting. 
On the other hand, portrait is defined as 
a representation of a particular person...portraits have always been more than 
just a record. They have been used to show the power, importance, virtue, 
beauty, wealth, taste, learning or other qualities of the sitter. Portraits have 
almost always been flattering. (Tate Glossary Online) 
So, in other words, a portrait is a flattered representation of a person with his or her 
defining attributes. In Pilgrimage, there are again many portraits (though some are 
not really flattery, like the portrait of Fraulien in Pointed Roofs) and one of the most 
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representative examples is the Russian woman (Michael's friend) Miriam describes. 
In Miriam's brush, she is portrayed as a beauty with ideal feminine charm and 
revolutionary spirit. This Madame Lintoff, in 
all black and pure dense whiteness; a curve of gleaming black hair shaped 
against her meal-white check; a small pure profile firmly beautiful, emerging 
from the high close-fitting neck-shaped collar of her black dress; the sweep of a 
falling fringed black shawl across the short close sleeved ami, the fingers of the 
hand stretched out to carry off her coffee, half covered by the cap-like extension 
of the long black sleeve...her sense of effect was perfect. Every line flowed, 
from the curve of her skull, left free by the beautiful shaping of her thick close 
hair, to the tip of her fingers...In the grace of her small sturdy beauty there 
seemed only scornful womanish triumph, weary; suggestion of unspeakable 
ennui. She was utterly different from English Jewess." 
(RL 293-294) 
In this extremely detailed, point-to-point portrayal of Lady Lintoff, the effect is 
almost like outlining a colored sculpture. The description centers on words like 
"gleaming," "pure," “perfect effect," "beautiful," "grace" and "beauty"; on the 
beauty of her body curves, her fair skin, and they create in her, the "womanish 
triumph" that defines her sexual quality. Though this Lady Lintoff is "womanish," 
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she is also "sturdy" and "short," which suggests that she is not physically vulnerable 
or frail; she has the strength and force to be a part of the revolutionary. With this 
unique physical appeal, Miriam then describes her inner quality ("ennui") that 
defines her otherness (her identity and quality as the Other, the Russian) against 
English Jewess. By this painted sculpture (since the description puts its emphasis on 
different body lines), Miriam presents to her readers a sculpture-like portrait of a 
Russian woman revolutionary. 
V. Concluding Remarks on Consonance 
George Elliot once commented on the relations between sculpture and 
speech and said “speech is to a great extent like sculpture." (Kestner 40) Then in this 
instance (portrait /sculpture) and the Sill life paintings mentioned above, combined 
with the discussion on the semantic functions of music and the musical quality of 
Pilgrimage, word, in addition to its semantic meaning, acquires qualities of other arts. 
It becomes colors in painting, notes in music and silhouettes in sculpture, thereby 
achieving the effects of other arts, ascending to the state as the art that is composed 
of other artistic media, even with the potential to loosen, if not to "abolish," "the 
distinctness of media." In the case of Pilgrimage, the chord of literature has the note 
of painting, music, even sculpture "sounding together" as consonance—"The smell 
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of SO many smells at once." (Rose 18) 
VI. Chapter 3: Concluding Remarks 
I want to write like a painter. I would like to write like painting...! don't paint. I need 
painting...! position myself toward...painting.. .And perhaps I，in writing, paint in a 
different way. Helene Cixous 
All arts constantly aspire to attain the condition of music. Walter Pater 
What unites the contemporary Cixous and the Victorian Pater is an aspiration of 
an ideal. This aspiration suggests the ideal form of every art should be an art that 
extends over one artistic space (medium, or temporal/spatial quatrain), in which each 
art should possess within itself forces of other art fonn(s), be it spatial (as painting), 
or temporal (as writing). Their aspiration is the characteristic aesthetic achievement 
of many writers, especially the visual writers in the early twentieth century. 
Throughout our discussion on the painterly and musical quality, together with its 
spatiality, it is clear that Dorothy Richardson is one of them. With her life-long 
interests in music and the visual arts^, she layers her words and notes with colours 
and feelings; scatters her Pilgrimage with sights (various kinds of paintings), sounds 
(music) and textures (senses); extends her time into space. In this consonance of 
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richness, Richardson, with her own artistic sensibilities, achieves the ideal form of 
art (such as consonance) suggested by Cixous and Pater. 
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Note to Chapter 3 
'The questions asked towards the end of March Moonlight: 
These questions are often open-ended question and some of them touch the core 
questions of the English character (MM, 637); some of them concern Miriam's own 
arrangements of and reflections upon life (MM, 627, 639, 647, 658); some of them 
concern the existential questions (MM, 627, 633); some of them concern the lives of 
others (MM, 635, 639, 651), some on writing (MM, 657) 
^Richardson herself contributed regularly to the movie magazine, Close Up in the 
course of her life. She and her husband, Alan Odle both enjoyed going to cinema and 
it was the major pastime during their life. This can be clearly read from Fromm's 
biography on Richardson published in late 1977. 
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Conclusion: Arts in a Chord 
I have always hated those awful theories. Claude Monet 
The importance of an artist is to be measured by the number of new signs he has 
introduced into the language of art. Daniel R. Schwarz 
When commenting on Impressionism, the influential art critic, Meyer Schapiro 
concludes that "Impressionism was a stage in a general evolution of visual, 
intellectual, and historical liberation that had been in process since the 18山 century." 
(297) The words "evolution" and "liberation" here signal the action/direction of 
change，moving forward by abandoning something handcuffed and suffocating. 
Similar to Schapiro, in literature, Levenson also states that "Impressionism had 
offered the possibility of an anti-academic, anti-rhetorical and anti-conventional art," 
(76) which in Ford's term, as "Cannon-opening." (Bender, Literary Impressionism in 
Jean Rhvs) Long before the defining modernist Ezra Pound urges his fellow 
modernists to make it new, the impressionists have already ventured into this 
exciting enterprise. When the modernists forge their "tradition of the new," (Child 2) 
they at the end produce something that is 
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experimental, formally complex, elliptical... [and] tends to associate notions of 
the artist's freedom from realism, materialism, traditional genre and 
form...works [that are] aesthetically radical, contain striking technical 
innovation, emphasize spatial or fugal as opposed to chronological form. 
(Childs 2) 
In Child's penetrating summary, these features become the basic framing of 
modernism. Bringing Schapiro, Levenson and Childs together in viewing Pilgrimage, 
what could be deduced is that in addition to possessing the impressionist qualities 
and spirit as discussed earlier on, Pilgrimage does aspire to claim the title as a 
modernist text, as a New kind of text according to Child's summary. To view 
Pilgrimage through the lens of modernism does not only coincide with the approach 
utilized by various Richardson scholars since the 1930，s，the innovative spirit of 
these two first modern styles echoes with the anti-canonical conviction of 
Richardson herself.' 
I. Genre and Form 
The issue of genre is a point for further debate in Pilgrimage; Carol Watts 
confesses that "in generic terms her [Richardson's] narrative was . . . difficult to 
situate." (10) As discussed earlier on, Pilgrimage cannot be put under any generic 
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family, though different critics argue that Pilgrimage could be read as this and that. 
(Radford's Quest novel, Felber's Roman-Fleuve, even DuPlessis's critical comments 
are on Richardon's rewriting of the Buildungsroman, just to name a few recent ones.) 
In my view, Woolf,s notion of intergeneric novel, by which a narrative possesses the 
generic features of different kinds of writing, would be a helpful perspective in 
approaching Pilgrimage. The justification behind it is the open and fluid nature of 
this genre, which the constraints~the rules of different genres-become 
opportunities for the creative manipulation of innovative artists. Rather than 
restricting the artists, the rules in this Woolfian genre liberate them. Thus, innovative 
artists are given new space, freedom for their ground-breaking creative labour. 
Richardson is such a case, since she deploys the various features from different 
genres for her own aesthetic goals. By this, Richardson, seems similar to Manet in 
that she "mixes genres ... [and] conventions of genre and perspective." (Schwarz 59) 
Virginia Woolf, in her A Writer's Diarv. comments that Richardson's form of 
Stream-of-Consciousness narrative is "narrowing and restricting." (Staley 99) 
Nevertheless, Woolf acknowledges that "...this new form liberated the novel from 
those readers who insisted on plot and love interest." (Ibid) A narrative that is not 
solely driven by the causality between events or love plot, but the disperse 
impressions scattered hither and thither; a story that is "continuous" yet "complete" 
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in itself without reaching its "resolution" deliberately (Hancsombe, "The Novvel" 
91), is the "formal organization" of Pilgrimage. With Miriam's ever flowing 
consciousness and fleeting impressions as the locus of the narrative, Pilgrimage has a 
form that is end-less and plot-less. This could be one of the justifications explaining 
why the original title of Pilgrimage is not "Pilgrimage," but Continuous Performance 
(Watts 4). Again, in this "formal" issue, "[Richardson] denies any relevance to the 
novel of literary theory." (Hancsombe, The Novvel 96) In actuality, this use of form 
with "remarkably high degree of self-signature, [its] quality of sustaining each work 
with a structure appropriate only to that work" is "a search for a style in a highly 
individualistic sense" which characterizes modernism. (Bradbury and McFarlane 29) 
To recall Levenson's quote from the Introduction of this thesis, it is individualism 
that leads to literary advancement. 
II. Ellipsis 
Child's second feature of modernist literature is the use of ellipses and in 
Pilgrimage, they are of two types: structural (content) and sentential. Again, the 
content of Pilgrimage is elliptical. Critics argue that what is left out, that is, the 
ellipses in the content material of Pilgrimage, could be more significant than what is 
written down. In Hanscombes' book, she has a section entitled "missing sex," which 
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deals with the critical issue of sexuality-Miriam's relationships and mentality with 
men—a subject that we can only peep through in Pilgrimage. On a structural level, at 
least in the two volumes discussed here, Pointed Roofs and The Tunnel, there are 
structural contents which are driving the action of the volumes, yet are being 
withheld (elliptical). In the former, the reason why Miriam has to leave her secured 
suburb home; in the latter, the details of the suicide of Miriam's mother, are not 
directly told in those chapters. However, they are the driving forces that are shaping 
the narrative. This is what I consider as structural ellipsis. On sentential level, the use 
of ellipses is enormous in Pilgrimage. On the whole, Hanscome considers that the 
use of "fragments, sentence types, linguistic types, rhythm, broken/unbroken 
sentence, ellipse, nouns" (Hanscombe 57) is the indicator of Miriam's "growing 
perceptual power, her insight." (Ibid) With her maturing character, Miriam is now 
capable of managing different varieties of sentence types, ellipse being one of those. 
In addition to its function as the indicator of Miriam's growing maturity, ellipsis, in 
Bluemel's perspective, "is her 'violation' against the punctuation rules." (5) Again, in 
the eyes of Richardson scholars, this linguistic sign which carries semantic meaning 
is a kind of innovative break from the literary tradition. 
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III. Freedom from Material Realism 
Ford Madox Ford evaluates Richardson as the "most distinguished exponent" of 
modern English realism. (Hancsombe, The Novvel 96) In his configuration, he 
defined this style as "an extreme, almost Flemish (yet another potential style of 
painting), minuteness of rendering of objects and situations perceived through the 
psychologies of the characters." (Ibid) For Ford, Richardson's realism is a kind of 
psychological realism in which the psychological realities displayed before every 
reader is even more real than physical descriptions. In Pilgrimage, as noted by critics, 
the physical details are colourful to the point of causing confusion, since every bit 
seems to be important, and it seems that there is no selection process in the process 
of writing. Yet, as discussed in different places throughout the thesis, many physical 
descriptions are suggestive hints to, or symbolic representations of, Miriam's state of 
mind. (The room in Revolving Lights after her break-up with Shatov, the melodies in 
Pointed Roofs as her moment of psychical escape, the cityscape of London in The 
Tunnel as the symbol of her independent freedom, for example) This stress on 
psychological reality, on top of physical reality, is how Richardson renders what she 
herself knows best and what she considers as the best raw material for her 
writing—her own life. 
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IV. The Emphasis on the Spatial 
Trying to single out the "one feature that links the movements [namely 
Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, Cubism, Vorticism, Futurism, Expressionism, 
Dada and Surrealism] at the centre of sensibility," (Bradbury and McFarlane 50), 
what is discerned is the artist's trend "to work spatially." (Ibid) In other words, artists 
no longer see literature as a temporal art and temporal art only. They situate it in the 
dimension of space and enable literature to achieve spatiality. In Pilgrimage, with its 
profusion of suspended moments, rhetorical questions and painterly descriptions that 
interrupt the narrative; its manipulation over temporality and interrelations between 
the texts, and its necessary reading strategies, the entire narrative thus achieves the 
three defining qualities of literary spatiality—atemporality, reversibility and 
simultaneity. In addition to achieving literary spatiality, with the discussion done on 
how literary impressionism and other styles of paintings (still life and portrait) work 
in Pilgrimage, this temporal narrative possesses within itself, the qualities of the 
spatial art of painting. 
Even in a less metaphysical dimension, Pilgrimage is a narrative that takes 
place in various geographic spaces; this is even true in our selected 
volumes—Germany in Pointed Roofs, London in The Tunnel and Revolving Lights, 
Switzerland (Vaud) in March Moonlight. In Bronfen's perspective, all these 
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"physical," "material" and "geographical" spaces play a part in shaping the life and 
consciousness of Miriam. The last subtle indicator of the spatial dimension of 
Pilgrimage lies in the titles of the narrative. The word "pilgrimage" implies a 
"journey to a place" (OED) and automatically connotes the spatial nature of 
Miriam's quest. Roofs and tunnels are physically, two kinds of space. Therefore, in 
these various levels, the role of space and its variations is significant in Pilgrimage 
and in this regard, the text has its emphasis on the spatial. 
Concluding Remarks 
From genre and form to ellipsis; from the focus on the psyche and 
consciousness, to an emphasis on space, Richardson breaks new ground for/in her 
Pilgrimage. These innovations position her not only as an impressionist, whose art is 
"capable of bypassing aesthetic tradition," (Kronegger 176) like "Manet's rejection 
of an authoritarian and hierarchical canon of representation," (Ibid) or Monet who 
proudly claimed that “I have always hated those awful theories." This spirit of 
change and rebellion, the attempt to introduce "into the language of art" 
unprecedented "new signs" also qualifies Richardson as an important modernist, 
who writes in the spirit of modernism defined by Childs, Bradbury and McFarlane. 
This spirit embedded in Pilgrimage could be explained by Richardson herself, who 
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writes that she is 
never consciously aware of any specific influence beyond the 
overwhelming longing to pay tribute to the marvel of existence, anywhere, 
of anything; to sing a song of thanksgiving to the spirit of the universe. 
(A letter to Shiv Kumar, Aug 10, 1952, Hanscombe, The Novvel 91) 
Richardson writes in her own unaffected ways to fulfil her own purposes (which is, 
"to pay tribute to the marvel of existence, anywhere, of anything; to sing a song of 
thanksgiving to the spirit of the universe"), regardless of any "specific influence," 
which I would say, is the force of convention. In Rachel Trickett's words, 
"Richardson is an unusual case of an experimenter," (Ibid) and it is clear this 
experimental spirit that positions Richardson within the first two modem styles of 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Impressionism and Modernism. 
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Conclusion of the thesis 
“Pilgrimage and the space of dreams," "Touching Dorothy Richardson: 
Approaching Pilgrimage as a Haptic Text," "Soundscapes of Identity in Dorothy 
Richardson's Pilgrimage.” They are the titles of some of the papers presented in the 
first Richardson Conference just held in Sept, 2007. From the words like "space," 
"Haptic" and "Soundscape," it is clear that half a century after the death of 
Richardson, her scholarship has extended to two dimensions—space and senses. The 
Spaces outlined from this most recent collective discussion on Pilgrimage, include 
the subconscious space of dream, and the sensory space of hearing and touch. This 
concern over spaces proves that "space" is a fertile ground that would give fruitful 
yield in the study and research of Pilgrimage. Setting the notion of space as the 
headlight of this thesis, it attempts to show how the artistic and sensuous spaces, 
namely the artistic space of painting, music and literature; the sensuous spaces of 
sight, touch and hearing intertwine and inter-fuse in Pilgrimage. By approaching and 
appreciating Pilgrimage as the art of painting, music and literature—that is, situating 
it in various artistic quatrains (temporal, as well as spatial) by way of the lens of 
consonance—the thesis attempts to show that Richardson has produced an art of 
many arts vertically sounding together; an art that can be viewed, heard and read. 
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Note to Conclusion 
'Hanscombe Gillian E. "Richardson Versus the Novvle," Breaking the Sequence: 
Women's Experimental Fiction. 
pp. 96 Richardson's letter to Henry Savage, January 5, 1950. 
Joyce remained hampered by the handcuffs firmly fixed by the Jesuits. V. Woolf, 
via Leslie, was a diluted male, wobbly and irrelevant! 
Also to Henry Savage, December 19，1946, Richardson "denies relevance to the 
novel of literary theory": 
eternally debated between the Priests who believe "the novel" to be a matter of 
sacred unities forever unchangeable and the Prophets who do not so believe and 
produce a series of formulae; labels that slip about and never quite fit. 
Humanists they nearly all are, both Priests and Prophets, their world a drama 
going forward in a resounding box, empty of all but "people." 
These two letters voice out Richardson's estrangement, scepticism, even hostility 
against the literary canon, theory and convention without disguise. Hanscombe 
argues in this article that even Richardson is given with that kind of literary 
backgrounds as those with Woolf and Mansfield (in which Richardson is deprived 
of), Richardson, with her own conviction to write in her own feminine, 
individualistic manners, would no doubt dispossess the masculine, canonical ways. 
^The short Chapter 7 of The Tunnel demonstrates an emotional and striking use of 
ellipse, hints at the haunted psychic state of Miriam concerning the death of her 
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